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Abstract
Advanced thermoset composites are an important class of materials employed primarily in
aerospace applications that consist of a thermoset polymer resin matrix that is reinforced by
systematically arranged, continuous graphite fibers. Composite sheet forming, or thermoform-
ing, is a process where flat sheets of composite layups are heated and formed into desired part
shapes. Due to the complex nature of composite material response, successful composite sheet
forming processes (that avoid defects such as fiber wrinkling) are traditionally the result of
costly trial-and-error methods.
The main objective of this research is to develop constitutive material models that can be
utilized for modeling thermoset composite response during sheet forming processes. A contin-
uum model has been developed that accounts for temperature and rate dependencies and allows
solid finite element modeling that tracks material response on the microscopic level, including
fiber wrinkling. The second model is a simplified, transversely isotropic elastic-plastic model
that can be used together with a finite element model which employs structural (shell) elements
to monitor macroscopic material response in a less computationally-intensive manner.
The constitutive parameters of both models were optimized to match observed material
behavior from unidirectional tensile and bending tests conducted on the composite at various
temperatures and strain rates. The models were tested against a series of three-point bending
verification tests that were conducted on quasi-isotropic composite layups at various rates and
temperatures. Also included is an investigation of various finite element approaches that can
be employed using these models to simulate forming processes.
The completed continuum model satisfactorily captures most composite behavior, with the
exception of transverse shear flow behavior along the fibers. The model, developed using the
assumption of isotropic flow response, requires greater refinement in order to more accurately
capture composite behavior. The completed transversely isotropic elastic-plastic model sat-
isfactorily captures all modes of composite behavior observed during experimentation. The
simplified nature of this model, however, limits it from accurately describing behaviors such as
fiber wrinkling during deformation.
Thesis Supervisor: Simona Socrate
Title: Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Preimpregnated Composites
Fiber-reinforced composites are a successful class of materials that consist of lightweight, rela-
tively weak matrix material(s) reinforced by stiff, usually systematically arranged, reinforcement
fibers. Long-fiber composites are strong along their fiber directions while maintaining a rela-
tively light overall weight. Among the most common composite materials used in aerospace
applications are preimpregnated (prepreg) sheets of continuous, unidirectionally aligned (UD)
graphite reinforcement fibers within either a thermoplastic or thermoset polymer matrix. Fig-
ure 1-1 includes a photograph and schematic description of one such thermosetting prepreg ply,
or lamina, manufactured by the Toray Corporation for aerospace applications. As visible in
the figure, the matrix material accounts for a high percentage of the prepreg's volume. The
many individual fibers, arranged linearly within the matrix (left-to-right in the photograph),
are also noticeable as a "grain" pattern in the prepreg. Individual prepregs, such as the one
in the figure, are quite thin (approximately t - 0.21 mm), flexible, with a slightly tacky matrix
at room temperature. It is this tackiness that allows parts to be formed by stacking multiple
layers (laminae) of prepregs into "lay-ups" of the desired shape and thickness. Each composite
lamina within the formed part is oriented with fibers aligned along directions of desired material
strength, with most lay-ups maximizing overall strength by having prepregs oriented in several
different directions.
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Figure 1-1: Single lamina of the composite test material: (A) photograph of lamina and (B)
schematic description of photograph.
1.2 Forming Processes
Creating composite parts by manually stacking prepreg layers is called the "hand lay-up"
process. Hand lay-up of composite parts, however, is expensive, slow, and can lead to personal
injury for the numerous workers required to carefully stack and press hundreds or thousands
of layers of prepreg sheets into one part. Companies have increasingly searched for more cost-
effective and socially acceptable alternatives to hand lay-up, such as sheet forming (also called
composite thermoforming), that automate processes, reduce costs, and greatly decrease the
time required to create composite parts.
Sheet forming is the process of converting thin, flat sheets of material into useful parts with
complicated, curvilinear shapes. Sheet metal forming has long been employed in areas such
as the automotive industry, and composite sheet forming has been increasingly employed by
the aerospace industry during the past 20 years. Sheet forming processes, in principle, are
the same for all materials, as illustrated schematically in Figure 1-2. This example is one of
the most common forms of sheet forming, with a sheet (typically metal) being subjected to
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pressure and forced onto a die until it deforms into a desired part shape. The one primary
difference between the two processes of metal forming and polymer-matrix composite sheet
forming, also called composite thermoforming, is that composite sheets are typically heated to
above the polymer's melt temperature before forming. The melted polymer matrix also acts
as a "lubricant", facilitating deformation of reinforcing fibers and decreasing the likelihood of
buckling or wrinkling.
Flat, S he e _
M ate rial
- -,.Sheet
brought
in to
con ta ct
w ith die
B. Sheet is pressed into die by tooling orA. Sheet Forming Components applied pressures
Sheet
form ed into Final, formed part
die
C. Sheet is formed, and retains shape of the die once it has been removed.
Figure 1-2: Schematic representation of a simple sheet forming process.
Perhaps the most important industrial difference between these two types of processes is
that sheet metal behavior during forming can be well described and modeled according to plastic
flow theory[8], while composite sheet forming has historically suffered from a lack of ability to
predict part formability and material behavior during forming. This difference implies that,
while metal part formability can be tested and verified via inexpensive tools such as computer
modeling, part formability for composite materials is much harder to predict. In addition
to factors such as part geometry, processing conditions, and forming interactions, composite
part formability is also dependent upon the complex material behavior and interaction of the
composite's fibers and matrix. Poorly designed composite forming processes typically result
in fiber defects, arising from buckling or wrinkling, or uneven matrix distribution within the
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part. The design of successful forming procedures has traditionally involved costly trial-and-
error methods requiring many iterations before an optimal solution can be determined. The
development of proper analysis and modeling techniques, similar to those used in sheet metal
forming, is vital for minimizing the costs associated with designing and manufacturing advanced
composite parts through thermoforming.
1.3 Composite Deformation Behavior
One of the keys to successful composite sheet forming is the flowing nature of the resin matrix
at the elevated temperatures of thermoforming. The melted resin facilitates fiber movement
without twisting or buckling, as well as easier conformance of parts to tooling. While thermo-
plastic and thermoset resins are quite different chemically, both flow similarly at their respective
thermoforming temperatures. Thermoset resins require lower temperatures to begin forming,
are generally less viscous than thermoplastics, and can be formed at lower costs. However,
crosslinking reactions prevent reshaping of thermoset parts after curing. Thermoplastics, on
the other hand, can be reheated and formed numerous times. The composites characterized in
this thesis are thermosets, but thermoplastic matrices at forming temperatures can be mod-
eled through similar approaches and the research presented in this document is therefore also
relevant for these materials.
Proper forming, without wrinkling or buckling, of UD composite parts is dependent upon
three available deformation modes: transverse fiber flow, intraply shearing, and inter-ply slippage [32].
Transverse fiber flow, or "squeezing" flow, is the outward migration of parallel fibers when ex-
posed to a normal pressure (Figure 1-3A). Intraply shearing in a UD composite may occur
along two planes (Figure 1-3B) and is characterized as the parallel movement of fibers in rela-
tion to one another. Inter-ply slip is the mechanism of sliding between prepreg sheets during
the formation of parts with non-zero curvature (Figure 1-3C). It has been found that resin-rich,
lubricating layers form between prepreg sheets that facilitate inter-ply slippage during forming.
Another vital parameter affecting forming conditions for composite parts is friction between
part and tooling. Excessive friction can ruin parts by causing wrinkling or even tearing of
the outer prepreg plies in contact with tooling. Improvement upon existing trial-and-error de-
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A: "Squeezing" Flow, perpendicular to fibers, leading to fiber migration
B: Intra-Ply Shearing, characterized by parallel fiber movement within a composite sheet
C: Inter-Ply Shearing, characterized by movement between adjacent composite sheets
Figure 1-3: Deformation Modes in Composite Sheet Forming
sign methods requires proper understanding (and modeling) of material behavior, deformation
mechanisms, and factors such as friction. For more comprehensive introductions to composites,
their material behaviors, and forming processes, refer to Astrom[2], Gutowski[20], or Advani[1].
1.4 Motivation and Research Objectives
Accurate modeling of composite sheet forming can lead to faster and less expensive identification
of optimal forming conditions for composite parts. Various modeling techniques, with varying
degrees of success, have been developed over the past 20 years for the prediction of composite
part formability. These models have addressed several concerns, such as the movement of fibers
during forming, the locations of fiber wrinkling and buckling, characteristics of resin flow, or
defects associated with certain part geometries. The objective of this research is to develop
a constitutive material model for thermoset composites that accounts for the actual material
behavior of the polymer matrix and carbon fibers. Once properly implemented, the material
model is to be used for finite element modeling of sheet forming processes being developed and
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utilized by the Boeing Company for its commercial airliners. The constitutive model is meant
to describe forming behavior for an existing process, as well as serve as a tool for predicting
new composite part forming procedures.
One of the greatest difficulties associated with this modeling development is the orders of
magnitude differences between the size of the parts being modeled and the defects that arise
during processing. A representative composite sheet, for example, has dimensions of 1 meter
wide by 20 meters long by 5 millimeters thick. Defects arising in this part during formation,
such as fiber wrinkling, will only occur through the sheet's thickness dimension. Figure 1-4
provides a cross-sectional photograph of one such formed composite part with fiber wrinkling
through its thickness. As illustrated, the length scale of wrinkling behavior is several orders of
magnitude less than that of part length. A primary objective, therefore, is to develop a suitable
material model that also addresses concerns associated with the computer modeling of such a
high degree of resolution of material behavior.
Figure 1-4: Photograph illustrating fiber wrinkling in a formed composite part. The length
scale of this part is several meters long, with a thickness of approximately 5 mm, and fiber
wrinkling on the order of 0.5 mm.
In light of these issues, the scope of this thesis includes not only the development of an
accurate material model for composite sheet forming, but also the determination of an efficient
means for accurately modeling part formation, as well as the evolution of defects, such as fiber
wrinkling, during formation. With these goals in mind, this thesis includes the implementation
of two separate composite material constitutive models that can be used independently or to-
gether for modeling sheet forming processes. One model accounts for "approximate" composite
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material behavior in order to model large scale processes with minimal description of the evo-
lution of fiber wrinkling. The other model is much more computationally intensive and capable
of describing small scale behavior such as fiber wrinkling. Also included in the thesis is the
exploration of several finite element techniques for efficiently employing both material models
in sheet forming process prediction.
1.5 Thesis Overview
Chapter 2 of this thesis is a review of existing modeling approaches for unidirectional compos-
ites. The review includes a discussion of kinematic modeling techniques, constitutive modeling
techniques, and published finite element implementations of UD composite material models.
Kinematic techniques rely on simplifying assumptions about material behavior and approx-
imate deformation patterns by assuming an ideal mapping of fibers from initial to deformed
configurations. Kinematic modeling requires no knowledge of material behavior, and has proven
effective at defining part geometries that may or may not be formed without fiber buckling.
The drawback of kinematic modeling, however, is that it can only describe formability under
ideal conditions of free fiber movement within the matrix- without friction or contact with
other fibers. Constitutive modeling, by contrast, does account for material behavior during
deformations. Like kinematic modeling, most successful constitutive models require material
behavior simplifications. The popular Ideal Fiber Reinforced Fluid (IFRF) method, for exam-
ple, assumes that the melted matrix acts like a perfectly viscous fluid instead of a viscoelastic
polymer. Included in Chapter 2 is a review of the extensively published work on the finite
element implementation of two particular constitutive modeling approaches. One approach
employs an explicit finite element implementation of a modified IFRF constitutive model, and
the other an implicit IFRF finite element implementation. Both of these modeling approaches,
despite the simplifications of IFRF, have been successful at modeling various sheet forming
procedures.
Chapter 3 presents a discussion of the thermoset composite's material behavior in laboratory
tests. The tests consisted of two distinct tensile test configurations: one isolating the fibers and
one isolating the matrix. Referred to as fiber and resin experiments, respectively, each test was
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conducted in a controlled-environment chamber at a variety of test temperatures and strain
rates. A sufficient range of temperature and strain rates were explored in the fiber and resin
tests in order to fully characterize material behavior during sheet forming processes. Based
upon observations from these tests, Chapter 3 outlines several conclusions about the nature of
composite material behavior. It is suggested that fiber behavior can be appropriately modeled
as elastic. Resin behavior is found to be dependent upon both temperature and strain rate,
and its viscoelastic behavior may be adequately described via a power law relationship for the
viscous response.
Chapter 4 includes two distinct constitutive modeling approaches for the UD composite.
Of primary interest is a continuum modeling approach that models fiber and matrix behavior
separately, but in a parallel network. Both sides of the network deform identically, and the total
stress within the material is the summation of fiber and matrix contributions. In this modeling
scheme, the fibers are represented as a linear elastic material, and the matrix is represented
by a non-linear elastic spring and non-linear viscous dashpot in series. Implemented into a
finite element code, this approach is successful but also computationally-intensive and time-
consuming. For this reason, an approximate alternative modeling approach is also presented in
this chapter. This approximate approach removes temperature and rate dependence from the
matrix, and replaces the parallel network scheme with a phenomenological description of the
composite behavior. The constitutive relationship in this approach uses orthotropic elasticity
and anisotropic plastic yielding to differentiate between fiber behavior (along one direction) and
matrix behavior (in the two directions perpendicular to the fibers). While less accurate, this
approach can be used with shell finite elements to evaluate sheet forming models in a much less
computationally demanding fashion.
Chapter 5 uses a simplified sheet forming model in order to illustrate possible approaches to
optimize finite element modeling of composite sheet forming. Included are comparisons between
explicit and implicit finite element algorithms, and the trade-offs between modeling with solid
elements, shell elements, and a hybrid technique called solid-to-shell submodeling. Chapter
5 concludes with a preliminary implementation of the continuum constitutive model into the
simplified process model.
In Chapter 6, the data compiled from laboratory testing are used to fit the material mod-
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els introduced in Chapter 4. Once appropriately fit, the newly implemented models are used
in Chapter 7 to predict simple three-point bending experiments performed on prepreg layups.
Predictions are then compared with actual results from laboratory three-point bending tests.
Chapter 8 provides a summary of the work presented throughout this thesis, along with a dis-
cussion of strengths and areas of future work for the constitutive modeling techniques. Included
in Chapter 8 is a discussion of combining the approaches discussed in this paper with previous
work performed at Boeing with composite sheet modeling predictions.
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Chapter 2
UNIDIRECTIONAL (UD)
COMPOSITE SHEET FORMING
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
During the past three decades, as the level of understanding of the material behaviors and
deformation mechanisms has evolved, and available computing resources have increased, many
attempts have been made at accurately predicting composite material behavior during sheet
forming. All analysis techniques can be classified in one of the two following categories: consti-
tutive approaches, which require material behavior definitions, or kinematic approaches, which
do not. One of the earliest studies of modeling techniques, including both kinematic mapping
and elastic/plastic constitutive theories, was performed by Spencer[50]. The literature on all
forms of composites and composite forming has become so extensive in recent years that the
review presented in the following sections is limited to the application of various techniques to
the modeling of only unidirectional (UD) composite parts. A more general survey of both UD
and fabric composite sheet forming was presented recently by Lim[30].
Constitutive models attempt to describe the entire composite sheet forming process, from
initial to final configurations, based upon proper definition of material behavior, the loads asso-
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ciated with the process, the initial geometry of the laminate, and the prepreg stacking sequence.
These models are rich in information but require numerically-intensive, step-by-step calculations
that are computationally intensive and time-consuming. Kinematic or "mapping" techniques,
by contrast, attempt to predict the formability of a composite without knowledge of its material
properties. They only require the geometry and dimensions of the initial sheet, including fiber
orientations and spacing, and the final geometry and dimensions of the formed part. Kinematic
approaches are older, relatively simple, and are much less computationally-intensive than ap-
proaches relying on constitutive models. Both techniques have proven successful, within their
own limitations, at describing the formability of composite parts, but the information yielded by
kinematic approaches is limited to only "ideal" descriptions of the final part configuration. The
following sections review kinematic and constitutive techniques from the past three decades, as
well as several finite element implementations that have resulted from this work.
2.2 Kinematic Models
Kinematic mapping has been employed in several contexts, e.g., to predict the final fiber ori-
entation of a part or to describe the formability of families of parts without failure, but all
kinematic models require simplifying assumptions about the composite behavior that eliminate
the requirement for the definitions of constitutive relationships, and reduce the forming process
to a problem of mere mapping between initial and final sheet configurations. The primary kine-
matic mapping assumptions are fiber inextensibility, material incompressibility, and even fiber
distribution during deformation. The inextensibility assumption is approximately accurate due
to the fact that the fiber stiffness is many times larger than that of the melted polymer matrix
so that fibers are not significantly stretched during sheet forming. Incompressibility is also a
good approximation, as the matrix deforms primarily through shearing. It will be shown that
inextensibility and incompressibility are also vital assumptions in important constitutive models
such as the Ideal Fiber Reinforced Material (IFRM) and Ideal Fiber Reinforced Fluid (IFRF)
models. Kinematic mapping techniques further require that formed parts match smoothly and
perfectly (without wrinkling) onto the forming tool, which limits its usefulness to describing
only "ideally formable" parts under theoretically perfect forming conditions.
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Kinematic mapping techniques of UD composites therefore require that (1) all deformation
during forming occurs via shearing of the matrix along the fiber direction (intraply shearing)
and (2) the sheet maintains a constant thickness during forming. Without material definitions,
mapping methods cannot supply information about the forces involved or variables associated
with the forming process itself, but only fiber movement between initial and final configurations.
One of the earliest implementations of kinematic mapping that assumed inextensibility, incom-
pressibility, and even fiber spacing was developed in 1971 by Pipkin and Rogers[44]. In 1988
Smiley and Pipes[49] applied a kinematic model to predict final fiber distributions for UD com-
posite sheets formed into axisymmetric parts such as hemispheres and cones. In 1991, Golden
et al.[13] presented a three-dimensional, continuum model for formed elliptical and hemispher-
ical parts that predicted both fiber orientation and material thickness for both single-direction
and multilayered, multidirectional composite lay-ups. Numerous other authors have further
extended mapping models to both bidirectional and woven fabric composites.
Perhaps more informative of the applications and limitations of kinematic techniques is the
mapping work performed at MIT during the 1990s under the supervision of Timothy Gutowski.
In 1990, Tam and Gutowski[53] employed differential geometry to identify closed-form solutions
that solved for the ideal fiber mapping at any stage of a forming process for a large group of
complex-shaped, "topologically equivalent", parts. Gutowski et al.[18] then employed computer-
aided techniques and extended this analysis to verify both the ideal formability of complex
geometries as well as several singularities that prevent some geometries from being formed at
all. They also showed that the formability of actual parts should be directly dependent upon
the amount of in-plane shearing required during the kinematic analysis. Like all kinematic
techniques, however, the results of these analyses did not quantify the physical likelihood that
an ideally admissible shape could be formed into an actual part without wrinkling. Subsequent
work, such as Chey's studies[7] of the development of wrinkling as a function of the deformation
modes, was employed in an attempt to better understand the formability of ideal mapping
solutions. Li and others[27,[19] developed "Forming Limit Analyses", which involved (1) the
formation of a number of ideally admissible parts under various forming rates and forces, (2)
noting which parts formed with and without failure, and (3) drawing guidelines for formability
by comparing acceptable and wrinkled parts on a single graphical plot. Forming Limit Analyses,
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while an attempt to add physical meaning to kinematic analyses, remained costly because they
required the forming of numerous test parts in order to quantify formability. Due to the
limitations of kinematic mapping methods, as well as improvements in computer technology,
the group increasingly turned towards constitutive modeling by the end of the 1990s. See Li and
Gutowski[28], 1997, for a more complete summary of this mapping and forming limit analysis
work.
The primary benefits of kinematic mapping techniques is their relatively small computa-
tional requirements and broad applications to families of part geometries. The primary draw-
backs of mapping techniques is this same generality and the lack of information they provide.
Kinematic mapping analysis is a therefore a useful tool for gaining knowledge of part formability
under perfect conditions, but the lack of a constitutive description prevents further discerning
between ideally formable and physically formable composite parts.
2.3 Constitutive Models
Constitutive modeling techniques attempt to define mathematical models that capture real
material behavior during deformation. All such models choose to treat the material either as
a stacking of distinct solid and viscous layers or as a continuum that combines the behavior
of fibers and matrix without distinction. Aspects of both approaches have proven useful for
forming analyses, but continuum approaches have been more powerful when implemented into
finite element formulations. The rest of this section addresses published work about both types
of models, with most attention paid to continuum models.
2.3.1 Continuum Models
Continuum models usually define UD constitutive models as transversely isotropic materials,
with preferred material stiffness oriented along fiber directions. The local fiber orientation is
often defined by unit fiber direction vectors that track local material orientation within the
continuum. While all similar in this respect, the important difference between constitutive
models lies in their treatment of matrix behavior during forming. Since the solid polymer
matrix in the forming state flows like a fluid, constitutive models have been developed that
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describe both solid and fluid matrix behavior and are categorized as follows: 1) solid elastic,
2) solid plastic, 3) viscous fluid, and 4) viscoelastic matrix behaviors. Theoretical development
of these models occurred at similar times but, due to computing limitations and the flowing
nature of the matrix, viscous models were most popular in earlier times. Subsequent research,
however, has identified elastic, plastic, and yielding behaviors occurring in the composite's
forming state that are not adequately captured by viscous fluid models[15],[16],[55]. These
observations, combined with the availability of the increased computing resources necessary for
more complex modeling, have led to increased development of solid-viscous models in recent
years.
Solid Elastic (IFRM) and Plastic Models
In 1954 Ericksen and Rivlin[12] provided a treatment of elastic deformation of transversely
isotropic materials. As mentioned earlier, Pipkin and Rogers'[44] 1971 paper presented the
governing equations for plane deformations of ideal-reinforced materials given assumptions of
incompressibility and inextensibility. From these foundations, the theory of Ideal Fiber Rein-
forced Materials (IFRM) was derived. IFRM theory has been the most influential transversely
isotropic model for composites. One of the clearest derivations of IFRM is provided by Spencer,
1984[51), and applied to both linear elastic and finite-elastic deformation behavior. IFRM as-
sumes the constraints of incompressibility and inextensibility, and defines the strain energy
density of a UD composite as a function of invariants that, in turn, are functions of deforma-
tion and local preferential directions (fiber orientations) within the material. For finite elastic
deformations, the Cauchy stress and strain energy density are defined as functions of the right
Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, C, and the tensor product of the initial fiber orientation vec-
tors, aogao. This general approach, as well as the associated continuum mechanics formulation,
is similar to the primary constitutive modeling approach presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
England[11] applied linearly elastic continuum theory, as described by Spencer, to solving plane
problems such as three point bending and crack propagation in composites. At the elevated
forming temperatures required for thermoforming, however, simplified linear elastic or even
finite elastic constitutive models cannot adequately capture the effects of the viscous polymer
matrix. More suitable constitutive techniques, such as the Ideal Fiber Reinforced Fluid (IFRF)
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and viscoelastic models, have been derived via methods similar to IFRM, and are discussed
below.
Spencer[50],[5 1], as well as Goshawk and Jones[14], have also extended transversely isotropic
elastic models to include plastic behavior via the application of standard plasticity theory. The
application of plastic modeling is most applicable to the forming of metal matrix composites,
not polymer matrices, however, and Lim[30] further observes that no published source has yet
to extend any plasticity model beyond the constitutive relations level.
Viscous Models (IFRF)
Viscous constitutive models are based upon the assumption that, in its heated forming state,
a composite behaves like a fluid reinforced by solid, systematically oriented fibers. A thorough
description of flow behaviors and the modeling techniques for fiber-reinforced fluids is provided
by Hull et al.[23]. Included is a detailed derivation of constitutive models for a general, trans-
versely isotropic Reiner-Rivlin viscous fluid with fiber inextensibility and incompressibility, as
well as the simplified, transversely isotropic Newtonian fluid relationship. Identically (and more
simply), Rogers[45] showed that anisotropic viscous fluid behavior can be described by replac-
ing the linear elastic moduli of IFRM equations with impulse functions. This model, the Ideal
Fiber-Reinforced Fluid (IFRF) method, retains the assumptions of the IFRM, but replaces
the solid matrix with that of a Newtonian fluid reinforced by inextensible fibers. Rogers and
O'Neill[46] applied the IFRF model to find analytical solutions of simple, single curvature part
forming. More recently, Martin et al.[10][31], have done extensive work comparing the forma-
tion of 900 composite vee bends with the theoretical predictions of IFRF theory. As discussed
later, O'Bradaigh and others have implemented the IFRF theory into finite element software
that predicts the sheet forming of complex composite parts.
Due to its reasonable approximations of fluid matrix and solid fiber behaviors, IFRF theory
has been one of the most important models to date in the successful modeling and prediction
of complex composite sheet forming processes. Despite this, however, the assumptions of this
theory introduce aspects of behavior that are not physically accurate. The assumption of
fiber inextensibility, for example, allows an arbitrarily large stress to be exerted along the
fiber directions with no associated strain. Also, an entirely viscous matrix definition does not
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accurately describe the viscoelastic behavior of polymers in their melt state[6]. More accurate
constitutive models must reflect the viscoelastic nature of the matrix behavior.
Viscoelastic Models
Viscoelastic, continuum UD composite models have been developed more recently, but appli-
cations to forming simulations have been scarce and limited in scope. Holzapfel[21] has derived
viscoelastic models in much the same manner as Spencer's work with elastic models. Constitu-
tive relations are developed by defining a strain energy density as a function of invariants that
are dependent upon deformation and fiber orientation. Viscous behavior is then accounted for
by the introduction of internal variables that cause dissipative stresses to arise during deforma-
tion. Holzapfel and Gasser[22] have implemented this model in such problems as the inflation
of a fiber-reinforced balloon or the relaxation of a fiber-reinforced rubber bar. The technique
is promising and appears to be flexible enough to include a number of different nonlinear elas-
tic polymer behaviors[5]. Its primary drawback is that defining and tracking the dissipative
internal variables, or even understanding the number of required internal variables, appears
to be difficult without some experimental investigation. The constitutive modeling presented
in Chapter 4 is consistent with the framework proposed by Holzapfel, where the treatment of
the viscous polymer behavior relies on recent work on the mechanics of polymers at processing
temperatures[[6], [9]].
2.3.2 Layer Slip Models
Discrete layer, or layer slip, models are meant to capture the viscoelastic nature of forming by
considering composites as a stack of discrete viscous and elastic layers. Tam and Gutowski[52]
developed a layer slip model consisting of alternating layers of linear elastic and Newtonian
viscous slip layers. Neoh[33], modeling the draping of composite prepregs, refined the model
by examining both quasi-Newtonian and, more accurately, power law viscous resin behaviors.
Li[29] furthered these layered techniques by developing a conceptual model predicting composite
laminate behavior under three-point bending. Each model proved adequate to match the simple
deformations in question, but their accuracy remains limited to small deformations of known
geometries that occur in only one plane. Another important application of discrete layer models
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has been to explicitly account for the fact that resin-rich layers accumulate between plies when
heated to forming temperatures. Kaprielian and O'Neill[24], in 1989, developed a modified layer
slip model consisting of IFRF plies separated by viscous, resin-rich layers. Layer slip approaches
can easily become too computationally-intensive, or even impossible to apply, as formed part
geometries become increasingly complex.
2.4 Computer Implementations of Constitutive Models
For a primary reference on finite element modeling, including the development of implicit and
explicit finite element (FE) formulations from constitutive relationships, refer to Bathe[3]. For
the finite element modeling of non-composite processes, Koziey et al.[25] provides an overview
of many FE thermoforming models, and Thompson et al.[54] serves as an in-depth reference
for FE formulations dealing with most issues in sheet forming. For composite sheet forming,
the following section provides a basic review of developments during the past fifteen years. FE
approaches have included both continuum and multi-phase (layer slip) techniques, as well as
both implicit and explicit FE formulations. While most successful approaches have been of the
implicit type, the work of Pickett with the PAM-STAMP code has shown value associated with
explicit analyses due to the large amounts of contact involved during thermoforming.
Scherer et al.[47] introduced one of the earliest FE formulations by modeling interply slip
during forming of single curvature parts by using discrete elastic/plastic elements. Beaussart[4]
furthered this by modeling transverse isotropy using implicit, thin shell elements, but Simacek
et al.[48] demonstrated the method exhibited elemental locking at large elongational viscosity
ratios. One of the more successful implicit implementations, meant to avoid such elemental
locking, was the mixed penalty formulation begun by O'Bradaigh and Pipes in the early 1990s.
Their implicit approach treats UD composites as both ideal transversely isotropic Newtonian
fluids (IFRF)[34] and as ideal transversely isotropic linear elastic solids (IFRM)[35]. Both
techniques assume the applied kinematic constraints of IFRM behavior, the material assumption
of plane stress behavior, and were shown to solve simple beam bending problems. O'Bradaigh
provides elsewhere[36][37], more thorough descriptions of the procedure used to implement the
models into an implicit finite element scheme. In 1997, McEntee and O'Bradaigh[38] extended
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the scheme to include large deformations of single-curvature IFRF composite parts. Within a
year[39], they also added the modeling of the resin rich layers described above, as well as the
effects of tool contact during forming.
Implicit algorithms are often preferred because, while more time consuming, they provide
more exact solutions than explicit algorithms. Given extensive contact between tool and part,
however, explicit algorithms may prove solvable where implicit ones are not. Picket et al.[40]
have employed the PAM-STAMP finite element code for explicit modeling of UD composite
forming. Their technique relies on simulating both intraply and interply shearing via a 'bi-
phase' material quite similar to an IFRF model, except fiber inextensibility has been replaced
with a linear elastic material description. Forming of single-curvature parts was simulated[41],
with the composite lay-up represented by stacking thin shell elements with a viscous-dependent
friction law between layers. In 1998[42], the implementation was extended to complex curvatures
and its results were comparable with behavior in actual parts. A review of the years of work
and current applications of these explicit models is provided by Pickett[43].
The work of O'Bradaigh and Pickett, respectively, illustrate successful implementations of
both implicit and explicit models of composite sheet forming constitutive relationships. Both
examples, however, are based upon purely viscous matrix behavior and not the viscoelastic
behavior observed from experimentation. The examples of their work provide encouraging
guidelines for further development of composite constitutive finite element modeling for wrin-
kling predictions.
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Chapter 3
MATERIAL BEHAVIOR AND
DISCUSSION
3.1 General Observations
The prepreg composite examined for this work, shown above in Figure 1-1, is product num-
ber T800SC/3900-2B manufactured by Toray Composites America, Inc. The preimpregnated
sheeting is available as 6 in (15.24 cm) wide rolls that are 1500 ft long (457 m) and approxi-
mately 0.21mm thick. The test composite parts of interest consist of approximately 30-100
layers (approximately } in - 1 in or 6mm - 24mm thick) of prepreg plies. The company does
not provide specifications for this exact material, but does so for a slightly different product,
numbered T800H/3900-2. The only differences between the two materials is a slightly different
matrix composition and, perhaps, a slightly different fiber fraction (the ratio of fiber volume
to total material volume). A summary of the most relevant specifications is provided in Figure
3-1. As shown, the carbon fiber specifications are much more clearly described than the resin
behavior. While independent experimental testing is the focus of this chapter, the fiber spec-
ifications should serve as a benchmark for comparison with the results presented here. This
prepreg can be considered representative of most thermosetting prepreg composites used for
aerospace applications.
The specifications in Figure 3-1 leads to several important observations. First, the specifi-
cations for fiber behavior are in terms of "yield" stresses and strains. These terms are placed
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in quotations because, in actuality, the fibers within a prepreg do not fail via yielding behavior.
Excessive tensile loading actually results in failure via individual fiber breakage and, under con-
tinued loading, progressive failure of multiple fibers. Alternately, under compressive loading,
the carbon fibers fail due to microbuckling and not actual "yielding". Refer again to Figure 1-4
for a photograph of fiber microbuckling due to compressive stresses.
Another important observation is that the extremely high fiber stiffness is several orders
of magnitude larger than typical resin stiffnesses at processing temperatures. This means that
most processing behavior will be driven via resin deformation. Under actual processing condi-
tions, therefore, it is virtually impossible for the fibers within the melted resin to experience
extreme tensile loading or failure due to tensile breakage. The implies that fiber's tensile
"yield" or breakage point is of minimal relevance during part forming. Compressive failure
via microbuckling, however, remains highly relevant because sheet forming often involves large
compressive stresses as the fibers are forced onto the dies.
While manufacturer specifications serve as a starting point for material characterization, a
much clearer understanding of the material behavior is required in order to develop a consti-
tutive material model. In addition to fiber behavior verification, much more data is required
concerning the viscoelastic nature of the resin matrix. Several investigations (see reference [33])
have already noted that the resin's dissipative behavior can be captured through the introduc-
tion of a power-law relation for the material viscosity, q, of the form
?7= ( 0 e RT )) (3.1)
where T is temperature, F is the applied shear rate, R is the Universal Gas Constant, AE is the
activation energy, and the variables qo and n are material-specific constants. Material testing
is required to examine the accuracy and nature of the resin behavior. As described in the
introduction, the three modes of deformation during forming processes are completely driven
by resin behavior. Fibers have the freedom to bend or twist during forming, but "squeezing"
flow, inter-ply shearing, and intraply shearing are all driven by the deformation of the resin
matrix. The importance of the resin's flowing nature is illustrated by the fact that most "ideal"
constitutive and kinematic approaches assume perfectly viscous behavior. Replacing these ideal
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models with a more accurate constitutive model is dependent upon proper description of the
resin's viscoelastic nature.
A final issue of concern is in regard to the nature of inter-ply shearing, described earlier
by Figure 1-3. While it is true that this mode of shearing is driven by resin deformation
behavior, the presence of the fibers are believed to influence deformation behavior in terms of
a combination of fiber and resin behaviors.
Figure 3-1: Summary of
prepreg composite.
material specifications provided by the manufacturer for a similar
3.2 Material Behavior Isolation: Tensile and Bending Tests
3.2.1 Introduction
A series of experiments were conducted in order to isolate the polymer and carbon fiber behav-
iors within the composite prepreg. These experiments were designed in light of the fact that the
industrial sheet forming process currently conducted with this material involves temperatures
ranging between 72'F (22 C) and 160 F(71 C), and strain rates on the order of 0.005 m.
Appropriate testing was conducted with these values in mind, but at a much wider range of
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Toray Product T800H/3900-2
Number:
Fiber Specifications
"Yield" Stress 400 ksi (2.76 G Pa)(Tension) ___________ ____
"Yield" Strain 1.6-1.9%(Tension)
Elastic Modulus 24 Msi (165 GPa)
(C m Spres son) 210 ksi (1.45 G Pa)
Fiber Volume 60%Fraction
Typical Matrix Specifications
Tem peratures
of Lowest 130-150 degrees C
Viscosity
strain rates in order to gain a more complete understanding of the material behavior. Inspec-
tion at room temperature reveals that the soft polymer and stiff fibers are best studied by three
simple testing configurations that are meant to isolate all relevant deformation behaviors: two
tensile experiments and one bending experiment. Resin behavior is isolated via a tensile test
perpendicular to the fiber orientation, fiber behavior is isolated via a tensile test parallel to
fiber orientation, and behavior driven by inter-ply shearing is isolated via a three-point bend
test performed on unidirectional prepreg specimens.
Figure 3-2 shows photographs and schematic representations of the two tensile configura-
tions, along with a short description of the tests. The left half of the figure represents tensile
testing performed along the fiber direction, called axial, or fiber, testing, while the right half
represents tensile testing performed perpendicular to the fiber direction, called transverse, or
resin, testing.
During transverse testing, the fibers are unconstrained and should have minimal impact
on transverse test results. For this reason, transverse mechanical testing of the prepreg is
a convenient and effective testing configuration to isolate the thermoset resin's deformation
behavior. Transverse tests are therefore also referred to as resin tests. If the resin behavior is
truly isolated, it is expected that resin test results will match the behavior of most soft polymers
above glass transition: only small magnitudes of loading are withstood before shear yielding,
with substantial material dependence on temperature and strain rate. As previously discussed,
earlier researchers have recommended a power law relationship (Equation 3.1) to describe the
resin dissipative response.
By similar reasoning, the most effective means of isolating carbon fiber behavior is via
the axial testing configuration. While resin is also being extended in this configuration, it is
expected that the much larger stiffness of the fibers will completely mask the resin response
during the test. The assumption of negligible relative contribution to the composite behavior
by the resin during axial testing is well justified by the results of our investigation. The axial
testing configuration is therefore appropriate for completely characterizing fiber response, and
will also be referred to as fiber testing. According to data and the literature, negligible rate
dependence and temperature dependence is expected to affect the fiber behavior
Figure 3-3 gives a similar photographic and schematic description of the three-point bend
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testing configuration. In this configuration, twenty layers of prepreg are layed-up with the fibers
oriented along the same direction throughout the thickness. This is called a unidirectional
composite layup. Three-point bending generally induces several modes of deformation within
the composite, but the extreme stiffness of the fibers oriented along the bending direction causes
most deformation to be driven by intraply shearing.
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Figure 3-2: Photographs and schematics for (LEFT) Axial testing meant to isolate carbon fiber
behavior and (RIGHT) Transerve testing meant to isolate the thermosetting resin behavior
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Figure 3-3: Photograph and schematic representation of the unidirectional three-point bending
experiment.
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3.3 Transverse Test Results
3.3.1 Observations
Transverse/resin tests were conducted at five temperatures and several strain rates per tem-
perature. Figure 3-4 contains a matrix of all testing conditions. These tests span the expected
range of forming temperatures, as well as several orders of magnitude of strain rate above and
below the actual forming strain rate. Notice, however, that most trials at elevated tempera-
tures are conducted at relatively large strain rates. This is because the resin is so soft at higher
temperatures that slow strain rate data is often poor in quality. While not reflective of actual
processing conditions, data taken at elevated rates can be extrapolated to match and/or predict
the material behavior at slower rates. All trials considered together will allow the identification
of a constitutive model and constitutive parameters that properly predict resin behavior under
processing conditions.
Several photographs taken during resin testing are shown in Figures 3-5 and 3-6. The left
and right side of each figure, respectively, shows a transverse specimen before and after resin
testing. These figures reflect "successful" resin tests, where the resin has strained uniformly
without any noticeable localization and failure. Most resin tests at low temperatures, as well
as at the larger strain rates (referred to above) at higher temperatures, result in test specimens
as depicted in these figures. Specimens deforming in this manner generally result in reliable
and replicable test data. By contrast, Figure 3-7 depicts before-and-after photographs of a
failed resin test. Failed tests occur at low strain rates, high temperatures, or a combination of
the two, and are characterized by local resin yielding, necking, and macroscopic tearing of the
prepreg.
A typical (nominal) stress-strain plot from resin testing is shown in Figure 3-8. As shown,
the plots can be broken down into two primary regions. Region A is dominated by an initial
elastic behavior and the onset of viscous flow, as indicated by a positively sloped, relatively steep
curve that culminates at a critical maximum nominal "drawing stress". Region B is dominated
by viscous dissipation and is characterized by a continual decrease in nominal stress with strain.
This macroscopic mechanical response can be captured by a non linear, temperature dependent,
viscoelastic model whose rheological one-dimensional representation is an elastic spring and a
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viscous dashpot in a Maxwell series. In the constitutive model presented in Chapter 4, this
viscoelastic behavior of the resin is implemented in a fully three-dimensional framework.
Nominal stress data will be given for all experimental data in this thesis, but the conceptual
viscoelastic nature of this material behavior becomes more clear if one considers true stress
representation of the data. In all cases, the expressed strain is nominal strain, E, such that E = A
where Al and l0 are, respectively, the change in length and initial specimen length from test
data. Nominal stress, o-, is calculated similarly using the testing force and initial cross-sectional
area of the specimen, such that u = . True stress, by contrast, accounts for cross-sectional
area changes during testing. Assuming material incompressibility and fiber inextensibility in
the transverse direction, true stress, Otrue, is expressed as atue = u(1 + e). A true stress-strain
plot equivalent to Figure 3-8 is to given in Figure 3-9. Notice the clearer description of viscous-
dominated behavior in this plot, with true stresses maintaining a maximum while the material
flows. The one-dimensional analogy of spring-and-dashpot is also more clear from Figure 3-9,
where the elastic-dominated Region A approaches the maximum "drawing stress".
Figure 3-10 gives a comparison of this "typical" resin behavior with that of an "ideal"
viscoelastic material. In the ideal plot, Region A is characterized as elastic-dominated and the
flow in the dashpot continues to increase with applied stress up to the fully viscous regime of
constant drawing stress is reached. As shown, this ideal behavior mirrors quite closely actual
material response and is therefore considered a suitable model for the resin.
degp CNominal Strain Rates (/s)
24 0.00027 0.0025 0.014 0.033 N/A N/A N/A0.0083 0.0042 0.025
35 N/A 0.001 N/A 0.037 N/A 0.37 0.74
41 0.00083 0.0027 0.028 N/A 0.19 0.37 0.74
50 N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.19 0.37 0.74
60 N/A N/A 0.028 N/A 0.19 0.37 0.74
Figure 3-4: Summary of all temperature and strain rates for transverse testing.
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Figure 3-5: First samples photos of transverse configuration before (LEFT) and after (RIGHT)
tensile testing testing.
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Figure 3-6: Second sample photos of transverse configuration before (LEFT) and after (RIGHT)
tensile testing testing.
Figure 3-7: Before and after photographs of a failed resin test.
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Figure 3-9: True stress-strain plot of the data presented in Figure 3-8.
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3.3.2 Temperature Dependence
Stress-strain plots of four resin tests conducted at a nominal strain rate of 0.37/s up to 100
percent strain for a range of testing temperatures are given in Figure 3-11. As shown, the
influence of temperature on resin behavior is substantial. At 30 C, the peak nominal stress is
greater than 300 kPa, where the peak stress at 60 C is less than 50 kPa. The low flow stress
levels at such relatively fast rates illustrates why so many entirely viscous models, such as the
IFRF, have attained some degree of success. However, the experimental results illustrate that
the true nature of the material response up to moderate strain levels (20%) can only be captured
through a viscoelastic model.
Another key observation about these plots is that the initial elastic stiffness also appears to
vary with temperature, as the elastic slope of the resin decreases with increasing temperature.
Figure 3-12 provides a close-up view of these elastic regions, as well as the approximation of
ideal elastic behavior for the 35 and 40 degree plots up to yielding. Notice that at higher
temperatures, the curves display a larger deviation from the "ideal" viscoelastic case than
at lower temperatures. In order to capture this behavior, the material model would need to
incorporate a temperature-dependent relationship for the deformation resistance of the resin.
3.3.3 Rate Dependence
Stress-strain curves of five room temperature resin tests, taken over a range of strain rates, are
shown in Figure 3-13. As with temperature dependence, rate also has an important influence
on resin behavior, with peak nominal flow stresses ranging between 50 kPa and 500 kPa for the
explored range of strain rates. Also noteworthy is that the slope of the resin's elastic region
appears to vary with strain rate, where faster rates lead to steeper elastic slopes. However,
in comparison to the range of variation in temperature dependent plots, the elastic slopes are
fairly similar, so that this is a reasonable approximation to assume that, for this range of strain
rates, resin elastic behavior is approximately constant and negligibly dependent on testing rate.
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Figure 3-10: Comparison of observed resin stress-strain behavior with that of idealized vis-
coelastic behavior.
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Figure 3-11: Plots of four resin tests at one strain rate, but variable temperatures.
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3.4 Axial Test Results
3.4.1 Observations
In this section, all fiber testing results will be reviewed in order to establish the basis for a
constitutive relationship that can be implemented for the material. Of greatest interest are the
temperature dependence and strain rate dependence of the stress-strain relationships along the
direction of the carbon fibers. A summary of all trials, organized according to temperatures
and strain rates, is provided in Figure 3-14. As shown, tests were conducted for temperatures
ranging between 22 'C and 70 'C, and for at least two strain rates (0.006/s and 0.06/ s) at each
temperature. Recalling that the process of interest is conducted at strain rates of approximately
0.005/ s and ranges between temperatures of 22 'C and 71 'C, the fiber tests include ample
information for fully characterizing carbon fiber behavior under processing conditions.
A set of representative stress-strain curves from axial tests (conducted for a range of tem-
peratures and at a strain rate of 0.006/ s) is provided in Figure 3-15. As expected, the axial
testing results are characterized by a linear elastic stress-strain curve until reaching a "yield"
point. This "yield" point corresponds to the onset of progressive fiber failure in the composite.
Figure 3-16 provides a photographic comparison of specimens before and after "yielding". The
left portion of the figure depicts a specimen which is still within the linear elastic regime, and
appears to be perfectly intact, while the right portion depicts a specimen where numerous fibers
have undergone failure. Most noteworthy in the stress-strain plots, perhaps, is the large elastic
modulus of the prepreg. In this example, fibers do not break until approximately 1GPa of stress
is applied and have only strained approximately 1% upon reaching that point. This stress is
also about 1000 times greater than the value of flow stress reached for the fastest rate, room
temperature resin tests. Recalling the common modeling assumption of fiber inextensibility,
these tests verify that this is a very reasonable assumption due to the stiff fiber behavior in
comparison to the resin matrix response.
Several more photographs of axial specimens are provided in Figure 3-17. By comparing
the undeformed specimen in the left-most picture with the tested specimens on the right,
we note substantial variations between the appearance of specimens which have been tested
at different temperatures. Only room temperature testing resulted in noticeable macroscopic
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failures and specimen separation into several pieces. As temperatures continue to increase,
however, individual fiber failures do not result in macroscopic specimen fracture. Experimental
evidence shows that fibers continue to fail in similar manners as temperatures were increased, so
it is hypothesized that the more viscous nature of the polymer matrix as temperatures increase
helps retain the integrity of the specimen even as fibers fail. It was also observed that faster
strain rates cause more catastrophic fiber failures.
Figure 3-18 illustrates a cross-sectional schematic of a prepreg specimen in the tensile testing
configuration. While the contribution of the resin to stress-strain is negligible, 40% of the cross-
sectional area of the prepreg is still resin, which does affect the measure of nominal macroscopic
stress, which is defined as force divided by total cross-sectional area. The presence of the
matrix therefore means that all fiber test data presented in this section relates to yield stresses
and moduli that represent "effective" behaviors of the fibers and matrix combined. In order
to obtain quantities that can be interpolated as fiber properties, the homogenized properties
must be normalized. The relationship between "effective" and "fiber" yield stresses and moduli
can be approximated according to the following relationships (where the resin contribution is
neglected):
E =EfAf (3.2)
UY= %,f Af (3.3)
where E and oy are, respectively, the effective homogenized elastic modulus and effective yield
stress of the composite as determined by axial testing, Ef is the elastic modulus of the carbon
fibers alone, Oyf is the yield stress of the carbon fibers alone, and Af is the fiber area fraction.
For the prepreg of interest, then, all elastic moduli and stresses presented in the following section
are the effective composite values, and are therefore approximately 60% smaller than if fiber
behavior alone was being tested. The reason that all data are presented in terms of effective
quantities is because the fiber area fraction is only an estimated nominal value provided by the
manufacturer and therefore subject to some degree of uncertainty.
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3.4.2 Temperature Dependence
The influence of temperature on fiber behavior is investigated to ascertain if all observed tem-
perature dependence in the behavior of the composite can be definitively attributed to the resin
behavior. Figure 3-19 is an overlay of representative fiber test stress-strain plots performed at
one strain rate ( 0.064/ s), but at six different temperatures. From the evidence, it is fair
to conclude that the specific point of fiber breakage is not temperature dependent. The ap-
proximate order of failure point, from highest stress to lowest, is 24 C,40 C,30 C,70 C,60 C,
which suggests that these variations are due to statistical scattering rather than to a systematic
temperature dependence of the properties. Similarly, there appears to be little temperature af-
fect on the elastic modulus (slope of the linear regions) in the figure. Focusing attention on
the lower region of elasticity, between approximately 0.002 and 0.004 strain, we notice that the
slope at every temperature appears to be quite similar. This detailed view is shown in Figure
3-20. Based upon this experimental evidence that it is concluded that fiber material behavior
has no dependence on temperature within the range of processing conditions.
3.4.3 Rate Dependence
The second aspect of axial behavior that was investigated is the rate dependence of the response
of the carbon fibers. Results for three room temperature tests, at three strain rates (0.00066/s,
0.0064/ s, and 0.064/s), are shown in Figure 3-21. There is a clear relationship between strain
rate and failure stress in these tests. On the other hand, the elastic modulus in all three trial
is virtually identical and independent of strain rate, as shown in the detailed view of Figure
3-22. It is determined, therefore, that the prepreg failure along the fiber direction is affected
by strain rate, while the fiber elastic response is independent of it.
3.4.4 Axial Test Results Summary
The influence of resin contribution to the axial test results can be considered negligible for
several reasons. First, there appears to be no rate or temperature dependences for the prepreg
elastic response, which is in disagreement with the hypothesis of a noticeable contribution of the
resin to material behavior along the fiber direction. Also, the magnitude of stresses measured
in axial testing are several orders of magnitudes larger than the stresses measured in transverse
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tests. Fibers failure stresses are in the range of 1GPa, where resin flow stresses are in the range
of 0.1kPa. Stress contributions by the resin, therefore, are negligible along the fiber direction. It
has been noted that fiber elastic behavior appears independent of temperatures and strain rates
within the range of processing conditions. Fiber failure does appears to have some dependence
on rate. But, again, the stress levels at which failure occurs would be virtually impossible to
achieve under processing conditions. The constitutive model for the composite can therefore
rely upon the assumption of perfectly elastic rate and temperature independent fiber behavior.
Figure 3-23 summarizes the results of all axial tests conducted, including the calculated
elastic modulus, associated strain rates, and temperatures of each trial. Also included is the
median value of fiber elastic modulus based upon all trials. There is little variation in the
elastic behavior of the fibers due to temperature or strain rate. From these results, an effective
elastic modulus of 108GPa will be adopted for all constitutive modeling of elastic behavior of
the composite along the fiber direction.
These results are consistent with the manufacturer's specifications, within 10% of the data
in Figure 3-1. The manufacturer states that the expected values of elastic fiber modulus and
"yield" stress are 165GPa and 2.7GPa, respectively. Translating these values according to the
relationships given in Equations 3.2 and 3.3, the manufacturer's specifications is equivalent to
an effective elastic modulus of 99GPa and an effective "yield" stress of 1.62GPa. As summarized
by Figure 3-25, the agreement between manufacturer and experimentation is acceptable given
the assumption of 0.60 fiber fraction.
3.5 Unidirectional Layup Bending Results
Three-point bending of unidirectional layups was chosen as an experiment to investigate mate-
rial properties because of the high degree of inter-ply and intraply shearing it introduces into
the composite specimen. This behavior is of interest because it complements the axial and
transverse tests presented earlier in this chapter, and will assist to completely characterize the
transversely isotropic model of the material in Chapter 4.
Three-point bending of unidirectionally oriented composite "beam" specimens (the fibers are
oriented along the "length" of the composite beam) were conducted using a center deflection rate
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of 0.0127 mm/ min and temperatures of 20 C, 40 C, and 60 C. For a more detailed description
of the testing apparatus, including dimensions, refer to Chapter 7. The chosen fixed deflection
rate matches the rate most commonly employed by current sheet forming processes at Boeing,
and the chosen temperatures are meant to capture typical ranges of conditions during forming.
Figure 3-26 gives a series of photographs depicting the three-point bending test on a typical
composite specimen. Notice that the deformed configuration of the composite differs from
typical bending patterns in isotropic materials. This is due to the fact that the deformation of
the UD composite in three-point bending is controlled primarily by transverse shearing.
Results of the unidirectional bend tests are presented graphically in Figure 3-27. As shown,
the bending behavior generally consists of an initial, relatively stiff resistance to deflection that
quickly gives way to rapid deflection with minimal increase in force. This response is driven by
transverse shearing, so that the data can serve to fit the corresponding constitutive parameters.
Also notice the dramatic increase in formability associated with even moderate increases in
temperature, which supports the hypothesis that the deformation is accommodated by resin
shear deformation. Photographic evidence of this increased formability at elevated temperatures
is illustrated in Figure 3-28. As shown, specimens deformed at room temperature show distinct
wrinkling at the point of loading. The deformed specimen clearly exhibits fiber wrinkling, as
well as other defects such as delamination of the composite layup. Specimens deformed at
elevated temperatures, by contrast, deform without developing such wrinkles. As shown in the
figure, even the large deformations imposed by three-point bending result in minimal wrinkling
at elevated testing temperatures.
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Figure 3-12: Close-up view of elastic resin behavior from the previous figure. Also shown are
the approximate, ideal elastic behaviors up to yielding for 35 and 40 degree trials.
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Figure 3-13: Plots of four resin tests at room temperature, but variable strain rates.
Temp Nominal Strain Rates (Is)(dog C)
24 0.00066 0.0064 0.0164 0.064
30 N/A 0.0064 N/A 0.064
40 N/A 0.0064 N/A 0.064
50 N/A 0.0064 N/A 0.064
60 N/A 0.0064 N/A 0.064
70 N/A 0.0064 N/A 0.064
Figure 3-14: Summary of all temperature and strain rates for axial testing.
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Figure 3-15: Experimental plots from axial testing at a strain rate of 0.006/s and various
temperatures.
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Figure 3-16: Photographs of fiber testing experiment: (A) before and (B) after fiber failure.
Figure 3-17: Photographs of fiber test specimens: (Left) Sample material before tensile test-
ing, (Middle) Room temperature specimen after testing, and (Right) Several specimens from
elevated temperature testing.
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Figure 3-18: Schematic representation of cross-sectional area fraction of fibers and matrix. The
fibers are represented as black in the figure, and surrounding matrix is white.
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Figure 3-19: Plots of fiber test results at a fixed strain rate and various temperatures.
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Figure 3-20: Zoomed-in view
slope at all temperatures.
of previous figure, illustrating consistency of elastic stress-strain
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Figure 3-21: Plots of representative room temperature fiber test results, with various strain
rates.
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Figure 3-22: Zoomed-in view of previous figure, illustrating consistency of elastic stress-strain
slope at all strain rates.
Trial Strain Rate Temperature Trial Strain Temperature
# E Modulus (/s) (degree C) # E Modulus Rate (degree C)
I 1.305E+11 0.00066 24 19 1.134E+11 0.064 24
2 1.077E+11 0.00066 24 20 9.256E+10 0.0064 30
3 9.739E+10 0.00066 24 21 1.031E+11 0.0064 30
4 8.916E+10 0.00066 24 22 9.399E+10 0.0064 30
5 1.249E+11 0.0064 24 23 9.276E+10 0.0064 30
6 1.286E+11 0.0064 24 24 1.258E+11 0.064 30
7 1.151E+11 0.0064 24 25 1.141E+11 0.064 30
8 1.102E+11 0.0064 24 26 8.642E+10 0.0064 40
9 1.242E+11 0.016 24 27 1.085E+11 0.064 40
10 1.199E+11 0.016 24 28 1.113E+11 0.064 40
11 1.165E+11 0.016 24 29 9.732E+10 0.064 40
12 1.083E+11 0.016 24 30 1.314E+11 0.064 50
13 1.073E+11 0.016 24 31 1.085E+11 0.0064 60
14 1.048E+11 0.016 24 32 8.445E+10 0.064 60
15 1.021E+11 0.016 24 33 1.018E+11 0.064 60
16 1.323E+11 0.064 24 34 9.810E+10 0.0064 70
17 1.395E+11 0.064 24 35 1.093E+11 0.064 70
18 1.154E+11 0.064 24
Median E Modulus: 108.6 Gpa
Figure 3-23: Summary of all calculated elastic moduli from fiber test trials.
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Figure 3-24: Representative plots of the elastic regime for all combinations of temperature and
strain rates.
Median, Manufacturer's Percent
Experimentally Specification Difference
Derived Behavior
Effective Yield 1.5 GPa 1.62 GPa 8.00%
Stress
Effective
Elastic 108 GPa 99 Gpa 8.33%
Modulus
Figure 3-25: Comparison between the manufacturer's specifications and experimentally derived,
effective fiber modulus and yield stress
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Figure 3-26: Photographs illustrating the three-point bending of a unidirectionally oriented
composite specimen.
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Figure 3-27: Force-deflection results of unidirectional specimen three-point bending at three
test temperatures.
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Figure 3-28: Photographs illustrating the ability of the composite to more evenly deform at
elevated temperatures.
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Chapter 4
CONSTITUTIVE MATERIAL
MODELING
4.1 Constitutive Modeling Introduction
Two constitutive modeling approaches for the composite material are introduced in this chapter.
The first model, referred to as the "continuum model", directly accounts for material depen-
dencies on both temperature and rate, but it is too computationally intensive to be employed
in the modeling of large-scale parts. The second model, called the "approximate model", is
designed to estimate macroscopic material response with minimal computational expense, but
it does not include built-in temperature or rate dependence. Each constitutive model has been
designed in order to address one of the two primary goals of this research: the first is to capture
fiber defects on the order of 1 mm within 15 m long parts and the second is to model composite
sheet forming processes using maximum computational efficiency. The models are designed to
work independently or together via a method called shell-to-solid submodeling. Various finite
element modeling options, such as submodeling, are further discussed in Chapter 5.
The material presented in this chapter is organized into two sections. The first section
describes the development of the rate and temperature dependent, continuum model for unidi-
rectional composites that describes small-scale material behavior in a computationally-intensive
manner. The second section introduces a simplified, transversely isotropic elastic-plastic model
for the composite that is to be implemented using built-in composite shell elements to perform
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computationally-efficient simulations of the entire forming process. The continuum model treats
fiber and resin contributions to material behavior by assuming that these components deform
in an affine manner, and evaluates the composite response as the superposition of the two com-
ponents. After a brief review of several key continuum mechanics concepts, each component of
this continuum model is presented in turn. For the approximated model, the UD composite is
defined as a transversely isotropic, elastic-plastic material with the principal axis of transverse
isotropy oriented along the fiber orientation.
4.2 Solid Continuum Model
4.2.1 Resin Test Summary and Constitutive Modeling Suggestions
It is proposed that the viscoelastic behavior of the resin can be captured with good approxi-
mation by using the conceptual rheological model of a nonlinear, elastic spring in series with
a power law, temperature and rate dependent, non-linear dashpot. Based upon observed be-
havior, the model also introduces a temperature-dependent relationship for the resin elastic
modulus.
Due to the limited elastic regime of resin behavior, it appears adequate to assume only
simple Gaussian elasticity, as necessary to describe moderate levels of elastic deformation in a
viscoelastic polymer. The temperature dependence of the elastic modulus is approximated using
an exponential relationship. This approach should be adequate for the range of temperatures
of interest for modeling most forming processes.
4.2.2 Continuum Mechanics Introduction
Basics
This section reviews several fundamental continuum mechanics concepts. Refer to Gurtin[17]
or Holzapfel (2001) [21] for more thorough introductions to the concepts and vocabulary of
continuum mechanics. Tensor quantities are distinguished from scalars using bold-faced type.
The deformation gradient, F, is a second-order tensor that serves as the primary measure
of deformation in continuum mechanics. It provides a mathematical description of a body as
it deforms from initial to current configurations, according to
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0
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Configuration Configuration
Figure 4-1: Kinematical description of deformation gradient
Ox (4.1)
where X represents the reference position and x the current position of a given material point
(Figure 4-1).
A number of fundamental kinematic quantities in continuum mechanics can be derived
from the deformation gradient and its time history. These include the right Cauchy-Green
deformation tensor (C), left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor (B), rate of deformation tensor
(L), and the (scalar) volumetric Jacobian (J). Equations 4.2-4.5 express each of these quantities
in terms of the deformation gradient (F) and its time derivative (F):
C = FTF
B = FFT
(4.2)
(4.3)
L =FF-1
J= det F
(4.4)
(4.5)
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Figure 4-2: Kinematical description of elastic-plastic decompositon
Decomposition of Deformation Tensors
An important technique in constitutive modeling, particularly for elastoplasticity, is to decom-
pose the deformation into its elastic and plastic components. A multiplicative decomposition of
the deformation gradient, as introduced by Lee[26], is expressed by Equation 4.6 and schemat-
ically represented in Figure 4-2:
F = FeFP (4.6)
where F' and FP, respectively, represent the elastic and plastic portions of the deformation
gradient.
When considering volume-preserving deformation mechanisms, it is convenient to express
the deformation gradient in terms of its isochoric, or volume-preserving, and volumetric, or
volume-changing, components. The multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient
into these components is as follows:
F = (JAI) Fiso (4.7)
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where FiSO and J-I are, respectively, the
mation gradient. Substitution of Equation
of the left Cauchy-Green tensor:
isochoric and volumetric components of the defor-
4.7 into Equation 4.3 yields the decomposed form
B = (J23I) Biso (4.8)
2
where J3 I is the volumetric component and BSO is the isochoric component of the left Cauchy-
Green tensor. BIso is related to the deformation gradient according to
Biso = Fiso(Fiso)T (4.9)
Also common in continuum mechanics is the additive decompositions of any second-order
tensor, A, into its spherical (or isotropic) and deviatoric components:
A =aI + devA = trA I + devA (4.10)
where a is a scalar equal to jtrA, aI is the spherical component, and devA is the deviatoric
component of A.
Invariants
Given any second-order tensor, A, the Cayley-Hamilton theorem states that its principal in-
variants are scalar values that satisfy the tensor's characteristic equation:
A 3 - I 1A 2 + I 2 A - 131 = 0 (4.11)
where 11, 12 and 13 are the principal invariants of A, and are defined as follows:
Ii(A) = trA
I2 (A) = [(trA)2 - tr(A2)]
(4.12)
(4.13)
(4.14)13 (A) = det A
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Stresses and Strain Energy Density
The three most common measures for stress in continuum mechanics are the first Piola-Kirchhoff
(or nominal) stress, the Cauchy (or true) stress, and the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensors.
The first Piola-Kirchhoff stress, P, describes loading in terms of the initial/reference configu-
ration; the Cauchy stress, T, describes loading in terms of the current configuration. Cauchy
stress relates to the Piola-Kirchhoff stresses as follows:
T =J-PFT - J-FSFT (4.15)
For hyperelastic materials, there exists a scalar-valued strain energy function, XJ, defined
per unit reference volume, that describes the amount of strain energy stored at a material point
for a given state of deformation:
'T= I(F) (4.16)
It can be demonstrated that T cannot be an arbitrary function of F, but must depend only on
the stretch, so that
'Q=T(C) (4.17)
The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress can then be derived from the strain energy functions as:
04'(C)S = 2 (4.18)
For isotropic hyperelastic materials, the strain energy density can be expressed in terms of
the left Cauchy-Green tensor, B,
q=T (B) (4.19)
and the Cauchy stress can be directly obtained as
T =J- (B B (4.20)B
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All continuum mechanics concepts discussed in this section are vital components of the
composite constitutive model derived in the following section of this chapter.
4.2.3 Constitutive Model Development
The continuum constitutive model is cast in the framework originally proposed by Spencer[501,[51]
and, more recently, Holzapfel[21],[22]. The UD composite prepreg is assumed to behave as an
homogenized continuum, without explicit distinction between fibers and matrix. The fiber di-
rection, a, is an internally tracked unit vector field variable defining fiber direction within the
material. According to this approach, the fibers and resin deform in an affine manner within the
continuum and their individual responses to deformation are combined to define the stress re-
sponse of the composite. Figure 4-3 shows a schematic representation of this model. According
to such a configuration, the deformations of fibers and matrix are identical,
F = FA = FB (4.21)
where F is the deformation imposed on the composite, FA is the experienced deformation of the
resin matrix, and FB is the experienced deformation of the fibers. Also, the stress developed
in the overall system is the sum of stresses in the two material components,
T=TA-TB (4.22)
where T is the total Cauchy stress in the system, TA is the contribution to stress by resin
matrix, and TB is the contribution to stress by the fibers.
According to the relatively simple nature of the stress-strain behavior of the composite
observed from transverse (resin) testing (see Figure 3-8), the viscoelastic nature of the matrix
can be well described using a single spring-dashpot rheological model, as illustrated by Figure
4-4. The elastic behavior of the polymer follows a simple Neo-Hookean, or Gaussian, elastic
model. The dissipative resin behavior is modeled using a temperature and rate-dependent
power law relationship.
Results of the composite axial (fiber) testing, presented in Chapter 3, show that the fiber
behavior is well described as linear elastic with no dependence on testing rate or temperature.
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Matrix A B Fiber
Behavior Behavior
Figure 4-3: Schematic description of continuum constitutive model.
The progressive failure of the fibers occurs at very high stress levels that appear to have some
dependence on strain rate. Fiber failure stresses are so large, however, that they will not
be typically reached during the sheet forming process. The continuum model, therefore, will
capture fiber behavior using only one simple, linear elastic anisotropic spring element. The
orientation of the spring element at any given time is tracked at each material point within
the model by the unit vector, a, that represents fiber direction during deformation. Figure 4-4
provides a schematic representation of the overall continuum model. The three components
of the model, two elastic stiffnesses and one viscous dashpot, are discussed and derived in the
following sections.
Network A: Matrix Behavior
The single spring-dashpot configuration describes the approximated resin behavior for all ap-
plicable processing temperatures and rates. The choice of power-law viscous behavior has
been recommended by earlier researchers as representative of a matrix in its melt state (see
Neoh[33], for example), and the relatively simple Neo-Hookean (non-linear) elastic behavior has
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Figure 4-4: Schematic representation of the constitutive model
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been chosen in light of the small elastic regime of the melted polymer. This section describes
the derivation of constitutive relationships for these elements for implementation into the ma-
terial model, including the derivation of an expression for stress in the neo-Hookean spring and
the rate of relaxation in the power-law dashpot. The derivation follows previous work on the
modeling of PET above glass transition temperature[6],[9].
Recall that the deformation experienced by the resin (Network A) is equal to the macro-
scopic deformation of the entire composite material. For Network A, then, the deformation
gradient is decomposed into elastic and plastic components according to the form given in
Equation 4.6. The decomposed elastic component of deformation, FE, represents the amount
of deformation experienced by the elastic spring, and the decomposed plastic component of
deformation, F , represents the amount of deformation experienced by the viscous dashpot.
Each of these components of total deformation, respectively, are the quantities passed in for
calculation in the spring and dashpot.
The relationships defining the velocity gradient (Equation 4.4) and the elastic-plastic de-
composition of the deformation gradient (Equation 4.6) are restated below:
LA=FAF- 1
FA= F'F'
The velocity gradient is decomposed into elastic and plastic contributions according to
LA F Fa-1 + FeIF FW1 F- 1 = Le + LP (4.23)
The plastic velocity gradient is further decomposed into a symmetric plastic rate of stretching,
D, and an antisymmetric plastic spin, W', such that
LP= DP + W (4.24)
The plastic spin is constitutively prescribed, WP = 0, to ensure uniqueness of the elastic-plastic
decomposition, and the rate of plastic stretching in the model is constitutively prescribed by
LP = DP = P NA (4.25)
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where NA is a unit tensor in the direction of the deviatoric stress acting on Network A and -yP
is the plastic strain rate of the dashpot. The normalized deviatoric tensor is represented as
NA dev (TA) (4.26)NA-N
where TA is
TA [dev (TA) dev (TA) (4.27)
2J
The constitutive relationship for the rate of plastic stretching in the resin is then entirely
prescribed by the magnitude of plastic strain rate, y. It is this scalar quantity that is fit using
a power law approach that accounts for resin strain rate and temperature dependencies. The
power law relationship for this model takes the form:
=T0 (4.28)YA 7 CT
where 0 is a temperature-dependent nominal strain rate factor, S is the shear resistance to
plastic flow, and m is the power law exponent. The temperature dependence of the nominal
strain rate factor is expressed as:
iO= Cexp (4.29)IkO
with C being a material-dependent pre-exponential factor, AG the material-dependent acti-
vation energy, k the Boltzmann constant (1.3806568 x 10-23 J K- 1), and 0 being the absolute
temperature in Kelvin. As shown in the final two equations, four material parameters are
required for proper characterization of the resin's viscous behavior.
The stress in the neo-Hookean spring is observed in terms of the elastic deformation gradient,
F'. An expression for the strain energy density of a compressible neo-Hookean material, defined
in terms of the volumetric Jacobian, J1 , (third invariant of Fj) and first invariant of the left
Cauchy-Green tensor, is
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1FP is isochoric, so that JE = JA = J
T NH (J, I1 (BE)) = - 1)2 + (J-211 - 3) (4.30)
where r, is the material's bulk modulus, [u is the material's shear modulus, and I,(BE) is
I E(B ) = tr (BE) (4.31)
In Equation 4.30, the first term describes strain energy associated with volumetric changes and
the second term describes the isochoric component of the strain energy density.
Combining the Neo-Hookean strain energy density (Equation 4.30) with Equation 4.20, and
using Equation 4.8 and 4.10 yields an expression for the Cauchy stress in Network A:
TA = K(J - 1)1 + Ldev(BAISO) (4.32)
Each term in this concise statement has an understandable role in stress behavior. Equation
4.32, states that the Cauchy stress in the Neo-Hookean spring is equal to the sum of stresses
due to volumetric deformations plus the stresses due to isochoric deformations. Since the first
term is only nonzero with a Jacobian different from 1, the term only contributes to the stress
tensor when elastic changes in volume occur. Similarly, the second term represents the isochoric
contribution to stress because it is dependent upon the deviator of an isochoric deformation
tensor. If the approximation of material incompressibility had been followed, the model could
only provide a measure for the deviator of the Cauchy stress, while the hydrostatic component
would be determined by the boundary conditions.
Network B: Elastic Fibers
Since the elastic response of Network B is dependent upon both macroscopic deformation and
the relative direction of the fibers, the strain energy density for Network B is dependent upon
two additional invariants that account for the direction of fiber alignment in the prepreg. This
strain energy density, and the associated Cauchy stress expression, are defined by Equations
4.33 and 4.34.
T Fib = IF (14 (C, ao) , 15 (C, ao)) (4-33)
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T =J-1 F 2 0'Fib (14,15) FT (4.34)
The new pseudo-invariants in these expressions, referred to as the fourth and fifth invariants,
are defined as
14 (C, ao) = ao - Cao = A2  (4.35)
Is (C,ao) = ao. C2 ao (4.36)
where C is the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, ao is a unit vector aligned along the
fiber orientation in the reference configuration, or initial fiber direction, and A is stretch of the
fibers. Fiber stretch relates back to the initial and current fiber orientations according to
Aa = FaO (4.37)
where a is unit vector for fiber direction in the current configuration, or current fiber orientation,
and F is the deformation gradient.
The strain energy density definition can be simplified if one considers that, according to
experimental behavior, predominant effects from the fiber component relates to the amount of
fiber stretch. In this preliminary model, the strain energy density is defined as only a function of
fiber stretch, A, and its associated invariant, 14. The influence of the fifth invariant, I5, relates
to the fiber-matrix interactions and it is neglected in this version of the model. Equation 4.33
is therefore simplified to be
T'Fib = T (14) = T (C, ao) (4-38)
The expression for Cauchy stress for this simplified strain energy density is expanded and
simplified in the following manner:
T =2 J-'F (9'Fib 014 FT=2J-(1 09Fib F o (ao - Cao) FT (4.39)
OI C aI c
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where (2fia) is a scalar expression relating the change in fiber strain energy density to the
amount of fiber stretching. The other derivative expression, a(ao Cao) is simplified to a simple
tonsorial product of the initial fiber orientation with itself. This is given by Equation 4.40.
c9 (ao - Cao)
aC = ao ® ao (4.40)
Combining Equations 4.39 and 4.40 yields a somewhat simpler expression for Cauchy stress,
T = 2J- 1 ( 0 Fib F (ao 9 ao) FT (4.41)
Recalling the relation between stretch and fiber orientation (Equation 4.37), the Cauchy stress
becomes
T = 2J 1  (AaoAa) (4.42)
0 14 )
which is reorganized into a final expression, given in Equation 4.43.
T = 2J- 1 ('Fib A2 (a 0 a) (4.43)
Finally, the derivative term with respect to the fourth invariant is replaced with a scalar
quantity. The strain energy density function for linearly elastic materials is given in Equation
4.44.
*LinElast -E (A - 1)2 (4.44)2
The E in the above equation is the equivalent to the "effective" elastic modulus of the prepreg
as determined by the axial tests discussed in Chapter 3. Since Network B of the constitutive
model is meant to represent only fiber behavior, this effective modulus is replaced with fiber
properties as given in Equation 3.2.
"'FibElast Ef Af (A - 1)2 (4.45)
Recalling that the fourth invariant is equal to the square of fiber stretch (4.35), the derivative
of Equation 4.45 with respect to the fourth invariant yields
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&QFibElast = [E Af (A - 1)] A-' (4.46)
(914 12 1
Substituting Equation 4.46 into the expression for the Cauchy stress (Equation 4.43) results
in the following constitutive relationship for Network B and the linear elastic reinforcement
fibers:
T =J 1 ([Ef Af (A - 1)]) A (a ® a) (4.47)
Finally, this equation is rewritten with all necessary subscripts as:
TB=E t Af (A - 1) (FBao 9 Fsao) (4.48)
There are three primary components that define the magnitude and direction of Cauchy
stress in the fiber network. First, Ef and Af are constant material parameters defining the
stiffness of the fibers and percentage of fibers in the prepreg. Since these are constants, their
contribution to stress is that of a multiplicative modifier of the other factors in the equation.
Second, the sign and magnitude of stresses are primarily defined by the amount of stretching
in the fibers, A. When fibers are in the unstretched or uncompressed configuration, A = 1, and
Cauchy stresses are therefore zero. Similarly, positive stretching of the fibers (A > 1) leads to
positive stresses and negative stretching (A < 1) leads to negative stresses. The third component
to this stress relationship is the tonsorial product (FBao 0 FBao) that defines stress direction.
As the material deforms, this product tracks changes in fiber orientation and redirects fiber
stresses accordingly. A final comment about this stress relationship is to point out that, unlike
Network A, there are no required decompositions of the deformation gradient in Network B
because of the entirely elastic deformation of the fibers.
Final Model and Discussion: required variables to define behavior
Combining equations 4.22,4.32, and 4.48 gives the following expression for total stress in the
constitutive material model:
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T =K(J - 1)1 + J dev(B' Iso) + Ef A1  (A - 1) (FBao 0 FBao) (4.49)
In this expression, the resin bulk modulus, K, and resin shear modulus, p, are functions of
temperature.
The constitutive relationship for resin relaxation is given by
DG ] A mdev (TA)
C = exp [ (T)2(4.50)
These two expressions (Equations 4.49 and 4.50) account for most of the behaviors observed
during material testing. This includes the directional reinforcement of stiff fibers, rate and
temperature dependence of the resin's viscous behavior, and the temperature dependence of the
resin's elastic behavior. The overall constitutive model is characterized by eleven (11) material
parameters, summarized in Figure 4-5. Of the parameters, t,(T), p(T), C, AG, S and m are
characterized according to resin testing experiments, Ef and Af are characterized, respectively,
according to fiber testing and manufacturer specifications, and the three components of ao are
assigned for modeling purposes according to desired fiber orientation.
4.3 Transversely Isotropic Elastic-Plastic Model
The continuum constitutive model provides an appropriately accurate description of the mate-
rial behavior, but is also a relatively computationally intensive, and therefore time-consuming,
approach for implementation into finite element software. The following simplified material
model is proposed as a time-efficient alternative approach that can be used alone or in conjunc-
tion with the previous model for the simulation of large-scale forming processes. The simplified
model is defined in terms of common material behaviors that are predefined and readily avail-
able in most commercially available non-linear finite element packages. The approximate model
defines material behavior as elastic-plastic, with independent orthotropic elasticity and a yield
function defined in terms of three principal directions: (1) along the fibers, (2) in the plane
of the prepreg and perpendicular to the fibers, and (3) perpendicular to the prepreg. These
directions are schematically shown in Figure 4-6.
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Model Parameter Explanation
ic(T) Temperature-dependent resin bulk modulus
p(T) Temperature-dependent resin shear modulus
E, Fiber elastic modulus
A, Fiber area fraction
x-component x-component of initial fiber direction unit vector
of ao
y-component y-component of initial fiber direction unit vector
of ao
z-component z-component of initial fiber direction unit vector
of a.
C Pre-exponential multiplier of power-law relaxationmodel
AG Activation energy of power-law model
S Shear resistance to resin flow
m Exponent assigning resin flow power-dependence
Figure 4-5: Summary of variables defining material behavior in the constitutive model.
Direction-3
(resin normal
to prepreg)
Direction-1
(along fibers)
Direction-2
(resin normal
to fibers)
Figure 4-6: Schematic description of the three principal directions on the composite material.
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A further simplification is introduced by treating the two directions perpendicular to the
fiber orientation as equivalent, and the material response along these directions is associated
with the resin's behavior. This approach seems reasonable, but should be verified by future
material testing.
4.3.1 Orthotropic Elasticity
In the simplified model, both fiber and resin stress-strain response is characterized by an initial
linear elastic regime. While nonlinear elasticity might be more appropriate to describe the
resin response, implementation of linear elastic material behavior into finite element software
is desirable for both versatility and computational efficiency. By adopting a linear elastic
model for both fibers and resin, the following stress-strain relationship is assumed to hold for
the composite:
0- = Cc (4.51)
where a is the stress tensor, E is the strain tensor, and C is the linear elasticity tensor. The ap-
proximate elastic material model requires the definition of the elasticity tensor. The remainder
of this section discusses and defines an elasticity tensor for the composite prepreg.
Unidirectional composite prepregs have three primary, perpendicular material directions
(see Figure 4-6): (1) in-plane and along the fibers, (2) in-plane and perpendicular to the fibers,
and (3) perpendicular to the prepreg. Given a different material behavior in each direction, the
elastic response of the material can be defined via orthotropic elasticity. Orthotropic elasticity,
in general, defines any material with at least three orthogonal planes of symmetry and indepen-
dent material properties in each physical direction. In comparison to a general elasticity tensor,
with 81 individual material properties, orthotropic elasticity with three independent directions
requires only 9 independent elastic constants. The elasticity tensor for orthotropic elasticity, in
the compact 6x6 from, is defined as
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El (1 - V23V32) A
E2 (V12 + V32V13) A
E3 (V13 + V12V23) A
0
0
0
Ei (v21 + V31 V2 3 ) A
E2 (1 - V13131) A
E3 (V23 + V211113) A
0
0
0
El (v31 + V211V32) A
E2 (v 32 + v12v 3 1) A
E3 (1 - V12V21) A
0
0
0
where the three principal directions are defined by 3 elastic moduli (Ei, E2, E3), 3
ratios (v 2 1, v"23, 1v31), and 3 shear moduli (a 12 , I 23 , [131), and A is defined as
1A = I1 - V12V21 - 1/32V23 - V311113 - 2V21V321113
Finally, symmetry of the tensor is enforced according to the following relationships:
Ei (V21 + V31V23)
El (V31 + V21V32)
E2 (V32 + V12V31)
= E2 (v12 + v 3 2v1l3)
= E3 (v13 + V12v23)
= E3 (v 23 + v21v13)
The general case of orthotropic elasticity can be further simplified by introducing the hy-
pothesis of transverse isotropy in the material behavior. With this assumption, the resin re-
sponse characterizes behavior in the entire 2-3 plane, and fiber behavior drives material response
perpendicular to this plane, so that
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COrtho=
0
0
0
A12
0
0
0
0
0
0
[is
0
0
0
0
0
0
[123
(4.52)
Poisson's
(4.53)
(4.54)
(4.55)
(4.56)
E2 = E 3  ER (4.57)
v32 = 1/23 = vR (4.58)
V12 = V13 ViR (4.59)
V21 = V31 VR1 (4.60)
Y12 = 13 - p1R (4.61)
P23 ER (4.62)2 (1+ vR)
Transverse isotropy simplifies the elasticity tensor by requiring only 5 independent elastic con-
stants: E 1 , ER, vR, V1R, and /12. The transversely isotropic elasticity tensor, in terms of the
properties required to characterize the UD composite, is given below:
E, (1 - v2 ) A E1 (vR1 + vRIvR) A E1 (vR1 + vR1vR) A 0 0 0
ER (v1R + VRv1R) A ER (1 - v1RvR1) A ER (vR + V1RVR1) A 0 0 0
CTI= ER (v1R + V1RZR) A ER (1R + vR1ViR) A ER (1 - V1RVR1) A 0 0 
0
0 0 0 p1R 0 0
0 0 0 0 AR 0
0 0 0 0 0 (
(4.63)
where ER is the linear elastic resin modulus, l'R is the Poisson's ratio of the resin, Ei is the linear
elastic modulus along the fiber direction, vR1 is the Poisson's ratio along the fiber direction,
piR is the shear modulus along the fiber direction, and A is now defined as
1
A = 2  (4.64)
1 - 2 v1RVR1 - VR -2vR1VRVR
Furthermore, symmetry is enforced, expressed now as
El = 1 1R (4.65)
ER vR1
Several more restrictions on this elasticity tensor are (1) each term in the tensor must be
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positive, (2) that the tensor is positive definite, and therefore a positive determinant, such that
det(CTI) > 0
and (3) each off-diagonal term is limited as follows
C1122 < (CnnC2222)2 (4.66)
C1133 < (C1111C3333) 2 (4.67)
.1C2233 < (C2222C3333)2 (4.68)
Transversely isotropic models are commonly built-in for most finite element software pack-
ages. The five required material constants are directly fit to the data acquired through experi-
mental measurement.
4.3.2 Anisotropic Plasticity
The approximate elastic-plastic model also accounts for the observed inelastic behaviors of the
composite. In this simplified model, rate and temperature effects are not explicitly modeled, and
the dissipative behavior is modeled using anisotropic plasticity, which describes independent
yielding behavior along principal material directions. In the case of UD thermoset composites,
the plasticity model differentiates between fiber (direction-1) and resin-dominated material
behaviors (directions-2 and -3). Implementation of the anisotropic plasticity model is accom-
plished by using Hill's potential function, which is a modification of the von Mises yield criteria
for isotropic plasticity. Both of these criteria, and their application to the approximate model,
are outlined below
The von Mises criterion is also called the octahedral shear stress theory or maximum distor-
tion energy criterion. The theory was developed in order to predict the failure criteria at which
ductile, isotropic materials yield, and states that failure occurs when the distortional energy
reaches the value associated with yielding under uniaxial tension. The general form of the von
Mises yield criteria is
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a2
von Mises
boundary
Figure 4-7: Schematic, 2-D representation of the von Mises yield criteria. Yielding occurs
outside the boundary, while behavior inside the boundary remains completely elastic.
2o, - (O-1  - £722) + (Or22 - 33) + (O33 - £-ii)2 + 2(o2 + O2 + Oj) (4.69)
where o, is the yield stress from uniaxial tension tests, a11, 022 and £-33 are the applied axial
stresses on the material, and 0-12, 0-23 and -31 are the applied shear stresses on the material. If
any combination of applied stresses make this inequality true, yielding occurs in the material.
Restated in terms of principal stresses, O-l, -2 and 93, this becomes
2o-2 < (O - 0'2)2 + (£72 - a3)2 + (a3 - U1)2 (4.70)
Figure 4-7 is a graphic representation of the above relationship, under biaxial loading in the
1-2 plane.
A modification of the von Mises criteria, introduced by Hill, extends this model to anisotropic
plasticity with the introduction of weighted factors to control yielding along specific material
directions. Hill's criteria is given below
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%-y <; /AH (il - a22) + BH (0 2 2 - a33) + OH (a 3 3 - 011 2 1+ 2(DH 12 + FHa2 3 + GHcIU2)
(4.71)
where AH, BH, OH, DH, FH and GH are positive constants defined from material testing in
various orientations. These constants are
(a' (1 1 1AH = +_ (4.72)
___1 1 1)(4)
DH = + -2 _ (4.75)
2 12 2 333
FH = 3( 2 (4.76GH = 2 (4.77)
2 21 /5:
CH = 2 62 +F
GDH = 3-T-) (4-.7)2 512
where Uj is the yield stress of the material when only loaded along the ij direction, a0 is a
reference yield stress (such as the largest of yielding values), and To is the reference shear stress,
such that
TO = (4.78)
As a comparison to the von Mises criteria, Figure 4-8 gives a schematic representation of Hill's
yield criteria for biaxial loading. Notice how the anisotropic nature of the material, with distinct
yielding behavior along the two axes, is accounted for by the model.
Hill's criteria, as represented by Equation 4.72, is simplified if the material constants are
condensed into the yield ratios comparing observed yield stresses to references stresses, such
that
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Hill
boundary
Figure 4-8: Schematic, two-dimensional representation of the Hill anisotropic yield criteria.
R= ,0 1
R12 = 2 ,7R13=
T0
R22 = 7R33 = 033
Or Oro
, R 23 =To TO
and Equations 4.72-4.77 become
1
AH = 2
1
BH =
2
CH
DH
FH
GH
1 1 1 \
1 1 1 
(ki 2 23 R1)
1(1
3
2 22R12
3
2R3
3
2R21
1 
\22)RJT3 R 2 )
(4.79)
(4.80)
+
(4.81)
(4.82)
(4.83)
(4.84)
(4.85)
(4.86)
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The implementation of this approach requires proper definition of the six constants above.
Recalling the assumption of transverse isotropy within the model, however, the following two
statements must be true:
R22 = R23, R 1 2 = R 31  (4.87)
and the number of required constants becomes three. For convenience, however, these constants
will be referred to in terms of the required stress ratios instead of Hill's constants, which are
R11 , R 22 , and R 12 .
4.3.3 Approximate Model Summary and Required Variables
An approximate constitutive model has been proposed that describes the material using trans-
versely isotropic elastic-plastic behavior. The elastic portion of the model requires five material
constants and the plastic portion requires three constants, which are summarized in Figure 4-9.
The parameters for both this and the continuum model are fit in Chapter 6. The model does
not include the built-in temperature or rate dependencies of the continuum model, and requires
careful attention when defining material constants for process simulation. Of the eight material
constants required to complete the approximate constitutive model, four of them have been
identified as both strain rate and temperature independent. These constants are E1 , VR, VRI,
and R1 1 . The constants ER and pA have been identified as temperature dependent but rate
independent, and only the values of R 22 and R12 are both temperature and rate-dependent.
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Behavior Porer Description NotesParameterDecpto
Elastic E Elastic modulus along FifrmtaseetstdaR resin-dominated direction(s) Fit from transverse test data
Elastic VPoisson's ratio along resin- Value observed from data inVR dominated direction(s) the literature
Elastic E Elastic modulus along fiber- Fit from axial test datadominated direction
Elastic y Poisson's ratio along fiber- Value observed from data inRI dominated direction the literature
Elastic G Shear modulus along fiber- Extrapolated from bending1R dominated direction data
Plastic RI1 First axial yield ratio in Hill's Fit from axial test data
''11 function
Plastic R Second axial yield ratio in Fit from transverse test data
"22 Hill's yield function
Plastic R First shear yield ratio in Fit from bending dataF r 4Hill's yield function
Figure 4-9: Summary of all required material constants for the approximated model.
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Chapter 5
FINITE ELEMENT MODELING
APPROACHES FOR SHEET
FORMING PROCESSES
5.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces a variety of techniques and tests that can be employed to validate the
constitutive models and their ability to simulate composite behavior in sheet forming processes.
This chapter first gives an introduction to wrinkling in composite parts, including photographic
evidence of fiber buckling in a formed part. Next, a simplified "representative" part geometry
is introduced in order to simulate the conditions leading to fiber wrinkling without introducing
the complexity of actual part geometries. Using the representative part geometry, both implicit
and explicit finite element approaches are examined in terms of their ability to capture sheet
forming behavior in terms of both accuracy and computational efficiency. Also examined are
the positive and negative attributes of modeling with solid, continuum elements versus shell
elements, as well as an additional technique that utilizes a combination of element types in
order to optimize computational time. Based upon the results of these various approaches,
conclusions are drawn about the best finite element modeling techniques that can be employed
for best modeling the sheet forming of actual composite production parts.
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Figure 5-1: Photograph of fiber buckling associated with failed sheet forming processes (courtesy
of Boeing).
5.2 Fiber Wrinkling During Composite Sheet Forming
The work presented in this thesis is a preliminary effort toward an ultimate goal for this research
program which is directed to use appropriate constitutive simulations, along with finite element
modeling, in order to predict the formability of composite parts. The primary source of rejection
for ill-formed parts is fiber buckling and wrinkling in areas of compression during processing.
Figure 5-1 is a photograph showing a cross-sectional view of a composite part with excessive
fiber buckling. In the photograph, the white lines within the material indicate composite layers
where the fibers are oriented in the plane of this page. Parts that exhibit excessive buckling,
such as that shown in the figure, require costly repairs or are entirely discarded. The goal of
proper modeling techniques is to model the proposed forming sequence for a given part and
predict the possibility of fiber wrinkling. The model can then also be used as a design aid
to modify part geometries or optimize process parameters, such as temperatures and forming
rates, in order to ultimately prevent the occurrence of wrinkling defects.
5.3 Representative Geometry for Testing Buckling Behavior
Fiber buckling that arises during sheet forming processes is generally concentrated in areas
with dual planes of curvature, where regions of the composite undergo compressive strains. In
order to test modeling techniques, as well as the effectiveness of capturing wrinkling with the
proposed constitutive models, this section introduces a sample part and process geometry that
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Heated plates
A. Isometric view of sample tool geometry B. Tool geometry including rigid support
plates for heated composite sheeting
Figure 5-2: Isometric views of sample part geometry, including: (A) the forming tool geometry
alone and (B) the forming tool with heater plates that facilitate forming.
is both sufficiently small for efficient modeling investigations yet representative of actual part
geometries.
Isometric views of the proposed representative tool geometry are shown in Figure 5-2. The
tool, shown in Part A of Figure 5-2, has a primary curvature of 900 that corresponds to the
draping direction of the composite sheet. Part B of the figure shows a similar view of the
tool, but with the addition of two heated plates that are closely fitted to the tool geometry.
During processing, the heated plates keep the composite sheeting at forming temperatures by
remaining in contact with the bottom of the sheet and moving downward as the sheet forming
process takes place. The second direction of curvature associated with this tooling is better
represented in Figure 5-3. This top-view of the tooling shows the tool geometry to be a wedge,
with inner and outer radii of constant curvature. The inner radius of curvature is 1.28m, the
outer radius is 1.94m, and the wedge is swept through a total angle of 5'. It is along this
secondary curvature, particularly along the outer radius of curvature, where fiber wrinkling
issues are of greatest concern.
The sheet forming process associated with the proposed tool geometry is depicted in Figure
5-4. In step A of the figure, a composite sheet is laid atop the tooling. A constant pressure is
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R=1.94m
Figure 5-3: Top-view of sample part geometry, including inner and outer radii of curvature.
applied downward onto the top of the sheet in step B, causing the edges of the sheet to deform
onto the heated plates. Maintaining this downward pressure, steps C and D of the figure show
the heated plates being displaced downward at a constant rate until the final composite part has
been formed. This sample process is similar to actual forming procedures, with the exception
of several proprietary details.
The simplified representative geometry and process depicted here will be utilized for dis-
cussing all modeling issues for the remainder of this chapter.
5.4 Implicit Versus Explicit Finite Element Approaches
5.4.1 Introduction
Implicit and explicit finite element (FE) approaches each have positive and negative attributes
for the modeling of composite sheet forming. Implicit modeling is generally preferable for
simulating static processes, while explicit modeling is suited primarily for dynamic processes
but can also be employed for quasi-static processes. In the case of composite sheet forming,
the forming rates are slow enough to render most inertial effects negligible, thus allowing both
implicit and explicit FE modeling approaches. Explicit modeling is preferable, however, because
implicit algorithms are poorly suited for simulating processes involving the large areas of contact
and large deformations associated with sheet forming.
The following sections discuss both implicit and explicit simulations of the representative
process, with attention paid to both the accuracy and computational efficiency of the two
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A, Composite sheeting is placed on
the tookng
C As the plates are tredj the
appked pressure conforms the
sheet to the too# ng
U
B. Pressure is applied to the sheet,
until it rests on heated plates
D After processing, the composite
has taken the shape of the tool
Figure 5-4: Step-by-step depiction of sample sheet forming process. The deformation from
steps (A)-(D) is driven by pressure applied to the top of the sheet and the downward travel of
the heated plates.
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implementations. It is shown that the implicit model requires larger solution times, and often
exhibits convergence difficulties due to the evolving contact conditions. The explicit model,
by contrast, can be used to efficiently simulate the entire process with minimal computational
requirements.
5.4.2 Implicit modeling of sample process
One of the few successful numerical simulations of the forming process using an implicit FE
algorithm is depicted in Figure 5-5. This model employs a purely linear-elastic isotropic ma-
terial definition with properties that approximately describe the behavior of aluminum. Also
note that, in order to maximize computational efficiency, very rough mesh refinement is asso-
ciated with this model, in comparison to the explicit approaches presented below. The amount
of computational time required to produce these results is several times larger than typical
computational times for explicit models.
5.4.3 Explicit modeling of sample process
Using a softer linear-elastic material definition that more accurately reflects a rubbery polymer
at room temperature, the representative process was implemented using an explicit finite ele-
ment algorithm. A view of the model results, with a close-up view of the outer flange region, is
given in Figure 5-6. This model has a much more refined mesh, and was completed in a fraction
of the time required by the implicit model.
One of the key tools associated with the explicit modeling of quasi-static processes is mass
scaling. Using mass scaling, the density of the part being modeled is increased in order to
increase the stable time increment and thus minimize the amount of computational time. The
drawback of mass scaling, however, is that the kinetic energy in the model is also artificially
increased during simulation. Mass scaling is an important tool for quasi-static modeling, but
also requires careful attention to the energies associated with the finite element model. The
energies associated with this particular model are given in Figure 5-7. The quantities given in
the figure are artificial energy (AE), internal energy (IE), kinetic energy (KE), and strain energy
(SE). The internal and strain energies are associated with the deformation of the material over
time and are therefore expected to increase with increasing material deformations. For a quasi-
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Figure 5-5: Step-by-step depiction of implicit implemenation of forming process. The associated
material model is linear-elastic.
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Figure 5-6: Detail of the forming of the outer flange using an explicit FE approach. The
associated material is isotropic, linear-elastic.
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Figure 5-7: Plots of energies associated with the explicit model and the forming process. These
energies are as follows: AE is Artificial Energy, IE is Internal Energy, KE is Kinetic Energy,
and SE is Strain Energy.
static process, however, the values for both the artificial and kinetic energy should be minimized.
Excessive artificial energy is indicative of undesired element behavior, while excessive kinetic
energy is indicative of undesired inertial contributions to the model.
As shown in part A of the figure, the long-term behavior of the model involves minimal
contributions from either of the undesirable energy quantities. Equally important, however,
is the initial reaction of the model when pressure is first applied to the sheet (part B of the
figure). Notice that there is an initial jump in kinetic energy, and that kinetic energy briefly
reaches approximately 50% of the value of both the strain and internal energies in the sheet.
While it is generally undesirable to have such a large relative amount of KE, it is considered
acceptable in this case due to its rapid dissipation. There is a similar initial jump in artificial
energy, moment arily reaching approximately 25% of the value of the internal energy, that quickly
stabilizes and becomes negligible as forming continues. The overall energy levels in this model
are considered acceptable for this quasi-static process.
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5.4.4 Discussion
Implicit finite element modeling, while often preferable to explicit algorithms for static and
quasi-static processes, cannot easily address problems associated with large areas of evolving
contact and large deformations that are associated with this process. Explicit finite element
modeling, by contrast, is well suited for an economic solution of these problems. It is for
these reasons that all process models presented in the rest of this chapter will employ careful
implementation of explicit FE approaches.
5.5 Continuum Versus Shell Elements
5.5.1 Introduction
A simple modeling experiment was run in order to test the accuracy and computational re-
quirements of various element types available for process modeling. Of particular interest is a
comparison between the performance of solid and shell elements when they are used to repre-
sent the composite material. In this modeling experiment (Figure 5-8), the linear-elastic wedge
material shown earlier (see Figure 5-4, for example) is subjected to end-loading while edges of
the wedge are radially constrained from motion. Since this "pull" test configuration involves
compression of the sheet as it is pulled into an increasingly thinner width, out-of-plane buck-
ling is eventually induced in the sheet. The positive and negative advantages of shell and solid
elements can be quantified and compared before being applied to process modeling.
The solid element pull test simulation is completed in a cpu computational time of 1 hour,
24 minutes. On an identical computer configuration, the shell pull test is completed in a mere
18 minutes. In order to capitalize on the economical advantages of shell elements, however, it
is imperative to verify that they produce results in good agreement with the three-dimensional
continuum model. Figure 5-8 shows good agreement between the buckled configurations. Sim-
ilarly, all calculated stress-strain responses appear similar throughout the thickness of each
model. Another point of comparison is given in Figure 5-9, which shows the plotted energy
responses of each model versus time. Of comparative interest in the figure is the strain en-
ergy response, which quantifies the amount of material deformation within the model. Also
included in the plots are both the kinetic and artificial energy responses, which are expected
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Figure 5-8: Deformed configurations of the solid (left) and shell (right) element pull tests.
to remain near zero in a properly conditioned quasi-static model. The strain energies depicted
in the figure show good agreement between energy levels throughout the model. The primary
difference between the two models, shown more clearly in the detailed plot in the figure, is the
point at which buckling occurred in the two models. The solid element case buckles earlier on,
as indicated by the location of sudden decrease in strain energy, while the shell element case
buckles more gradually and later during the model. The magnitude and time span of these
discrepancies are small, however, and the overwhelming similarities between the models in all
other respects indicates good consistency between behavior observed using the two modeling
approaches.
5.5.2 Shell element model of sample process
Results for the explicit implementation of the simulation of the sample process, for a linear-
elastic wedge modeled by shell elements, are given in Figure 5-10. The given contour plots
correspond to the bottom plane of the wedge. Comparing these contour plots with the solid
element results given in Figure 5-6 reveals virtually identical Mises stress levels and contour
plots at each stage of forming. Similarly, the internal energy and strain energy levels maintain
good agreement throughout the process. The primary difference between the solid and shell
models lies in the time required for each model. Employing identical computing resources, the
solid element model required 383,000 increments and 12 hours, 54 minutes for completion while
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Figure 5-10: Results of the sample forming process using shell elements and an explicit FE
algorithm. The contour levels correspond to the bottom plane of the wedge.
the shell element model was completed in merely 179,000 increments and 3 hours, 45 minutes.
5.5.3 Comparison of shell and continuum explicit finite element models
In terms of general performance and computational economy, shell elements appear far superior
for sheet forming process modeling than solid elements. The objective of this research, how-
ever, is to capture buckling and wrinkling within the thickness of the composite, a much more
complex material behavior than linear-elastic. Highly refined solid element meshes are required
to capture these local behaviors, which cannot be modeled through a shell element implemen-
tation. Therefore, shell elements are preferable for general modeling of sheet forming. For the
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prediction of fiber buckling behavior, however, continuum element formulations are necessary.
5.6 Shell-Continuum Element Submodeling
5.6.1 Description
One valuable alternative that is available in many finite element packages and combines the
advantages of both shell and solid elements is submodeling. In the case of the FE package
ABAQUS, areas of models that have been analyzed using shell elements can be re-analyzed in
detail using solid elements. The detailed model, or submodel, has its exterior boundary driven
according to the stored results of the shell model while all interior points are now modeled using
solid elements. Proper use of submodeling should allow the efficiency of shell modeling while
including the desired refinement of solid element modeling that can capture the defects that
occur on the scale of the fibers.
5.6.2 Shell-continuum element submodel of sample process
The results of the shell element, explicit model (Figure 5-10) were used to drive a submodel of
the outer flange using solid elements. Contour plots of the model and submodel are given in
Figure 5-11. As before, the material model used in this simulation is simply linear-elastic, but
the results appear promising.
5.7 Recommendations for Modeling Sheet Forming Processes
The models presented in this chapter serve as an outline for implementation of the finite ele-
ment process modeling of actual composite sheet formed parts. Due to the amount of contact
involved, an explicit finite element implementation is required for process modeling. In order to
clearly capture fiber movement and buckling, which is the primary objective of the continuum
constitutive model, solid elements are required despite their great drawback in computational
requirements. The possibility of shell-to-solid submodeling appears highly desirable for the
combination of fiber behavior prediction and computational efficiency.
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Figure 5-11: Contour plot results of the shell model and a solid submodel of its outer flange.
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5.8 Sample Implementation of the Continuum Constitutive Ma-
terial Model
As a preliminary modeling trial, the continuum constitutive model is implemented to simulate
the sample forming process using nominal material parameters. The 16 layer composite layup,
including a schematic description of the individual layers, is shown in Figure 5-12. The modeled
structure is that of a [0/ + 45/ - 45/90]4, 16-layer composite.
Figure 5-13 provides a global view of Mises contour plots for the inner flange of the composite
layup. The results display several typical characteristics of composite sheet forming. First, the
higher stress levels are occurring around the primary curvature of the tooling along layers
where the fibers are oriented along the draping direction. Similarly, the last image of Figure 5-
13 provides strong evidence of ply-slippage that is characteristic of composite sheet forming. As
the material drapes, layers with fibers oriented along the draping direction tend to slip outward
and extend further than the other layers in the composite. A clearer view of ply-slippage is
provided by Figure 5-14, which depicts the deformed configuration of the outer flange during
forming.
A final important attribute of this approach is its ability to capture the tendency of fibers
to slip and/or buckle out-of-plane during processing. Figure 5-15 is a close-up view of the outer
flange, where fiber wrinkling is most likely to occur, including the meshing associated with the
model. Despite the relatively rough mesh refinement, there is visible out-of-plane wrinkling
associated with the part that occurs as a result of the imposed macroscopic deformation. The
mesh irregularities are indicative of relative movement in particular layers during forming,
which are explained through the effects of the extremely stiff fibers that have wrinkled during
processing. This sign indicates that an increasingly refined meshing, both through-the-thicknes
and width, may provide clearer visual indications of fiber movement and/or buckling during
processing. Overall, the evidence produced from this estimated model appears encouraging for
the performance of the continuum model with actual processes and composite parts.
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Figure 5-12: Plots illustrating the layup structure of estimated continuum composite model.
(A) Contour plot of the wedge configuration, where the plotted variable is the x-component of
the unit fiber vector, (B) Close-up of the contour plot, and (C) Schematic representation of the
16-layer composite.
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Figure 5-13: Mises contour plots of the inner flange of the 16-ply composite model.
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Figure 5-14: Detailed view illustrating ply-slippage in the outer flange during the forming
process.
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Figure 5-15: Detailed view of the outer flange, including meshing, that indicates fiber buckling
has arisen during forming.
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Chapter 6
CONSTITUTIVE MODEL
PARAMETER FITTING
6.1 Continuum Parameter Fitting
6.1.1 Introduction
Both constitutive models are fit to the data acquired by the testing of the prepreg plies, as
discussed in Chapter 3. For the continuum model, the two tensile test configurations pro-
vide sufficient information to fit all material parameters in the model. Recall the constitutive
relations for this model, repeated below
T =s(det FA - 1)1 + ISOdev(BI,8s) + Ef AfdeFB (A - 1) (FBao 0 F ao)
DP = (C exp F I,) *e(TA)A LO S rAv/2
The first two terms in the Cauchy stress definition, as well as the expression for viscous relax-
ation, are due to contributions from the resin behavior, defined by Network A. The contribution
of the fibers to the model, Network B, is described by the third term in the Cauchy stress defi-
nition. There are eight constitutive parameters to fit to experimental data, while the last three
parameters describe the initial fiber orientation.
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6.1.2 Axial/Fiber Tests
The axial test configuration described in Chapter 3 was defined by the alignment of the fibers
along the tensile test direction, and the data acquired from axial tests measures the magnitude
of stresses along the fiber direction. In terms of continuum model parameters, this is to say
that the unit vectors of fiber direction is over the entire specimen are aligned along the test
direction. As discussed in Chapter 3, it was observed that the resin tensile modulus is several
orders of magnitude smaller than the fiber elastic modulus, so that
K < Ej Af (6.1)
The expression for the Cauchy stress component along the loading direction during testing
experiments can be approximated as:
TLoading=EfAf t (A - 1) (6.2)
Thus, considering the small strain levels recorded in the axial tests, the elastic modulus and area
fraction of the continuum model are simply observed from experimentation as the composite's
"effective modulus",
E = Ef Af = 108, 600 MPa (6.3)
Given the manufacturer's specification of approximately 60% fiber area fraction, the effective
modulus is decomposed as shown
Af = 0.60 (6.4)
Ef = 181,000MPa (6.5)
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6.1.3 Transverse/Resin Tests
The continuum model, as proposed, contains six constitutive parameters describing the resin
behavior: two defining the resin elastic properties and four defining its viscous behavior. Re-
calling that the resin's elastic constants, K and IL , are found to be temperature dependent, it
is expected that additional parameters will be required to define this behavior. The complete
expressions for stresses and plastic relaxation are again repeated here:
T =K(O)(det Fe - 1) + d10 dev(Bs) + EfAfdetF (A - 1) (FBao 9 F ao)
D = (Cexp [AG I) dev(TA)A = kO S TA- I2
In the transverse testing configuration, the fibers are oriented perpendicular to the testing
direction. This results in a zero contribution from the term relating to the fiber contribution.
In the transverse configuration, therefore, the expression of the Cauchy stress component along
the loading direction can be simplified to:
TLoading=,(det F' - 1) + t dev(B 2 AJSo) (6.6)
det Fe 2(66
Elastic Parameter Fitting
The resin's elastic tensile modulus, E, is determined from the initial slope of the stress-strain
curves in transverse tests. Using the calculated elastic tensile modulus, the bulk and shear
moduli can be obtained as
E
K= (6.7)3(1 - 2v)
p= (6.8)
2 ( 1 +v)
In these expressions, a constant value for the Poisson's ratio, V = 0.45, is employed that is
consistent with data in the literature for thermoset resins.
The tensile modulus exhibits noticeable temperature dependence, so that the elastic moduli
are modeled as temperature dependent:
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E = E(0),
pg =140)
jy = [p(O)
(6.9)
(6.10)
(6.11)
Figures 6-1 gives a summary of experimental values for the tensile modulus at various testing
temperatures. The data shows a non-linear temperature dependence for the modulus that can
be best approximated as an exponential relationship1 . An exponential fit of the data is shown
in Figure6-2, and can be expressed as
E(O)=3.61 x 1018 exp(-0.08860) (6.12)
Temperature-dependent expressions for the shear and bulk moduli are thus obtained as
E(O)
3 (1 - 2v)
E(O)2 (1 + v)
(6.13)
(6.14)
with a constant value of v = 0.45.
Temperature Measured Calculated Shear Calculated
(Celsius) Elastic Modulus Modulus Bulk Modulus
24 1.5E+07 5.2E+06 5.OE+07
35 4.5E+06 1.6E+06 1.5E+07
40 3.OE+06 1.OE+06 1.0E+07
50 1.5E+06 5.2E+05 5.OE+06
Figure 6-1: Table summarizing the calculated elastic parameters at various test temperatures.
This model is appropriate for the range of temperatures of interest for composite forming processes and does
not necessarily apply at temperatures that have not been investigated.
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Resin Tensile Modulus Temperature Dependence
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Figure 6-2: Plot of temperature versus calculated elastic moduli for the resin. The nature of
temperature dependence has been fit via an exponential model for the range of temperatures
of interest.
Relaxation Parameter Fitting
The relaxation behavior of the resin is described in the continuum model by the relationship:
P = (Cexp T) n(6.15)
'YAkO S
where -y is the plastic shear strain rate, TA is the resolved shear stress, k = 1.3806568 x
10-2 J K--1 is the Boltzmann constant, and the remaining parameters are material properties
to be fit according to the observed resin behavior.
The shear strain rate and deviatoric stress measure in Equation 6.15 are related to the
experimental axial strain rates (W and corresponding measured axial flow stresses (o-f),
E= (Dexp (6.16)kO S
Or, by alternate arrangement,
E = m exp (-") ( m (6.17)
-5 k
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Power factor, m, Fitting The first parameter to be fit from experimental data is the power
factor, m. This task is approached by taking the natural log of Equation 6.17, and rearranging
the expression as shown below
In E = n D exp k A + In (of) m  (6.18)
m ln (ay)+ In D exP G]) (6.19)
Next, let A be defined as
A = ln exp [AG] (6.20)
so that the resin's flow stress at any given temperature relates to the applied strain rate through
an expression in the form:
In Ha = m ln (af ) + A (6.21)
Equation 6.21 is a linear relationship between the natural logarithms of strain rate and flow
stress. As shown in Figure 6-3, the parameters m and A can be derived by plotting all transverse
experimental trials in terms of (In 6) and (ln of), and estimating a linear fit to each set of
isothermal data sets. A summary of the linear fit equations is given in Figure 6-4. As shown,
the sets of isothermal data have similar slopes and each linear fit is shifted slightly higher with
increasing temperature. Due to the extreme softness of the material at higher temperatures
and lower strain rates, there is some degree of uncertainty associated with the fit for the 60 C
data.
According to the simplified model described by Equation 6.16, m should be a constant
material parameter, independent of temperature. The data in Figure 6-3 are in good agreement
with this simplified hypothesis, and a satisfying fit of the data can be obtained by choosing an
intermediate value of the slope, m = 2.45, to describe the power factor resin parameter. Figure
6-5 gives the same log-log data with linear fits using this new, constant slope. The new linear
fits continue to satisfactorily capture all data points, with the exception of the less reliable data
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taken at higher temperatures and lower strain rates.
Isothermal Resin Yielding Data
9 10 11 12 13 14
0I
-3-
35 degree tests
41 degree tests
-7 - X T 5 40 degree tests
+ 60 degree tests
-87
-3
In(Resin Yield Strews)
Figure 6-3: Log-log plot of all resin testing data and the linear fits of isothermal material
behavior.
Temperature Dependence Fitting Given the satisfactory definition of the power factor
m, the temperature dependence of the dissipative behavior can be addressed as follows.
The intercepts of the linear fits shown in Figure 6-5 are equal to the parameter A at each
given temperature (expressed in degrees Kelvin). The values of these intercepts, along with
their associated temperatures, is given in Figure 6-6.
Expression 6.20 for A can be recast as
A -AG]
A =+ InkO SM
(6.22)
Next, let the variables B and F be defined as
[AG] (6.23)
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Linear Fit Data Summary
Test Temperature Fitted Slope Fitted Intercept
24 2.0103 -29.852
35 2.4246 -31.573
41 2.7165 -33.399
50 2.5114 -29.044
60 4.1997 -45.280
Figure 6-4: Summary of linear fit lines shown in preceeding Figure.
Corrected Isothermal Resin Test Fitting
9 9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5 12 12.5 13 13.5 14
0 - - -
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y = 2.45x - 27.05 * 24 Degree Data
(60 degree) . 35 Degree Data
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In(YleId Stress)
Figure 6-5: Log-log plot of all resin testing data and the corrected linear fits at constant slope
for isothermal material behavior.
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F = In ( (6.24)
sm
such that Equation 6.22 simply becomes
A = B + F (6.25)
This equation defines A as a function of the inverse temperature such that a linear fit of the
data points given in Figure 6-6 will have a slope of B and y-intercept of F. The slope, B,
completely defines the parameter AG and the intercept, F, gives an expression defining P. A
plot of A versus 1 is given in Figure 6-7, along with a linear fit for the data.
B is equal to the slope of the linear fit, so that
B = -22348 = (6.26)k
or
AGk = 22348 (6.27)
which gives an activation energy of the resin,
AG = 3.085 x 10-19 J (6.28)
The parameter F is given by the intercept of the linear fit, so that
F = 40.524 = ln ( .4 5 ) (6.29)
Solving this expression gives the following relationship for s:
D
_ = 3.975 x 1017 (6.30)
Expression 6.16, which relates the tensile flow stress to the imposed test strain rate, is set
in the same form as expression 6.15, which relates the plastic shear strain rate to the resolved
shear stress. Rate and temperature dependence of the resin tensile response is controlled by the
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rate and temperature dependence of the plastic shear flow, so that the corresponding material
parameters, m and AG, appearing in the expressions are identical. However, the scaling para-
meters (C in expression 6.15, and D in expression 6.16) are not identical but are related through
kinematic and equilibrium constraints. An appropriate scaling factor, a == -, is evaluated by
fitting predictions of the constitutive model to the experimental results from transverse tensile
testing, yielding a value for the scaling parameter, a = 4.78.
Figure 6-8 provides a summary of the calculated material parameters associated with the
completed continuum constitutive model.
A Absolute 1/(Abs Temp)(Intercept of Temperature Temperature
isothermal fits) (*C) (K)
-35.1 24 297 0.003367003
-31.9 35 308 0.003246753
-30.2 41 314 0.003184713
-28.4 50 323 0.003095975
-27.05 60 333 0.003003003
Figure 6-6: Summary
value.
of the values for parameter A and the associated temperatures with each
Resin Temperature Dependence Fitting
0.0031 0.D0315 0.0032 0.00325 0.0033 0.00335 0.0034-2 03 O.00O5
-22
-24
-211
r-
28
4-30
-32
-38
't +Experlm-nal Data Polnts
y= -22348x +40.s2
lTfmp (14K)
Figure 6-7: Plot of 1 versus A along with a linear fit of the data points.0
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6.1.4 Completed Continuum Model
The ability of the constitutive model to capture the prepreg ply response in axial and transverse
tensile loading has been verified by comparing model predictions to experimental data. Figure
6-9 shows a comparison between experimental results and model predictions in axial tensile
loading. The experimental data are well matched by the model results. However, it was
found that this set of material properties can lead to ill-conditioning problems for the numeric
solver in implicit analyses, due to the large numerical difference between resin and fiber elastic
moduli. In view of the large discrepancies between these moduli, it was found that the model
can be stabilized without affecting its predictions of composite forming processes by scaling
the modulus in the fiber direction by a factor of 100. The fiber behavior remains essentially
inextensible in comparison to the resin, and the kinematics of the composite deformation are
not effected by this modification.
A review of the model's transverse/resin tensile test simulation results compared with the
experimental test data is provided in Figures 6-10 to 6-13. An illustration of model behavior at
fixed temperature (40 C) but at variable strain rates is given in Figure 6-10. Also provided in
the figure is the measured stress-strain data acquired during experimentation. As shown, the
strain rate dependence is well described by the power law relaxation model. At slower strain
rates, such as those experienced during typical sheet forming processes, the correspondence
between model and experimental data is in excellent agreement. At the larger strain rates
(0.185/s, 0.37/s, and 0.74/s), the modeled flow stress begins to diverge from the experimental
response, but this discrepancy is of minimal concern, as these strain rates are approximately 50
times larger than typical strain rates in sheet forming processes. The agreement of the model
is especially encouraging when the relatively simple treatment of the resin's viscoelastic nature
is considered.
Comparative plots of model and experimental data, at fixed strain rates but variable tem-
peratures, are provided in Figures 6-11, 6-12, and 6-13. Figure 6-11 compares behavior at a
strain rate of 0.74/s; Figure 6-12 compares behavior at a strain rate of 0.37/s; and Figure
6-12 compares behavior at a strain rate of 0.002/s. Overall, the model appears versatile and
reliable throughout a large range of temperatures and strain rates and discrepancies between
model prediction and experimental behavior are limited to low temperature/high strain rate
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Figure 6-8: Summary of continuum material parameters and their calculated values.
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A/61,7
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Strain (mmem m)
Figure 6-9: Plot of computer simulation results of axial testing model with Ef Af = 108.6GPa.
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Model Parameter Fitted Value
E, 181 GPa
Af 0.60
E(O) 3.61x1018 exp(-0.08860)
m 2.45
AG 3.085 x 108
C/S 1.90x1018
40 Degree Constitutive Model Comparisons
- Contin. Model: 0.002/s
0.002/s Test Data
Contin. Model: 0.027/s
0.027/s Test Data
- Contin. Model: 0.185/s
- 0.185 Test Data
-Contin. Model: 0.37/s
a 0.37/s Test Data -
- Contin. Model: 0.74/s
a 0.74/s Test Data
0
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
Strain (mm/mm)
Figure 6-10: Comparitive
five different strain rates.
plots of model versus measured stress-strain behavior at 40 C and
0.74/s Comparison Plots
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Figure 6-11: Comparitive plots of model versus measured stress-strain behavior at a 0.74/s
strain rate and four different temperatures.
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Figure 6-12: Comparitive plots of model versus measured stress-strain behavior at a 0.37/s
strain rate and four different temperatures.
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Figure 6-13: Comparitive plots of model versus measured stress-strain behavior at a 0.002/s
strain rate and three different temperatures.
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conditions which are of scarce relevance in composite forming simulations.
6.2 Transversely Isotropic Elastic-Plastic Model Fitting
6.2.1 Axial Elastic Parameter Fitting
Appropriate values for the constitutive properties of the transversely isotropic elastic-plastic
model are obtained from the experimental results presented in Chapter 3. The eight constitutive
parameters required to define transversely isotropic elasticity and Hill's yield function are El,
ER, jR, W1R, 111R, O11 , U22, and 0'12. In this model, there is no explicit expression for the
temperature or rate dependence of the constitutive parameters, which means that their values
must be determined specifically for every temperature/rate combination. Of the eight material
constants required to define the approximate constitutive model (five elastic and three plastic),
only half (ER, I1R, u 2 2, and 612) are temperature and rate dependent. Experimental evidence
indicates that the elastic parameters, ER and [l1, are weakly dependent upon temperature,
and that only the yield parameters 522 and 512 are both temperature and rate dependent.
The five elastic constants required to define the transversely isotropic elasticity tensor are
E1 , ER, VR, V1R, and pI'. Based upon data and the literature, the Poisson's ratio of the resin,
VR, is assumed to be 0.45 and the Poisson's ratio along the fiber direction, V1R, is set to 0.43 (due
to the presence of a high fiber volume fraction). The elastic modulus along the fiber direction,
Eli, is equivalent to the effective modulus calculated during experimentation, E1 = 108.6GPa.
This value for the fiber modulus is superposed on the axial test data in Figure 6-14.
The final two elastic moduli, ER and PiR, are the only elastic parameters that are strongly
dependent upon the temperature of the composite. As shown in Figure 6-15, a linear fit of the
323 K data at typical forming rates yields an elastic modulus of ER= 1.65 MPa. The independent
elastic shear modulus, 1Ri, is determined using finite element simulations of the unidirectional
three-point bending experiments, as discussed in Section 6.2.3.
Since most sheet forming processes with this particular material are conducted between
322 and 333K(120 - 140 F) and for typical strain rates between 0.1/s to 0.3/s, two sets of
model parameters have been obtained using experimental data at one strain rate (0.19/ s) and
temperatures of 323 K and 333 K. These elasticity tensors are given below:
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Axial Test Data With Estimated Elastic Behavior
3.OOE+09
. E+00 - .. 0
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Figure 6-14: Plots of axial test data (in gray), along with an estimated elastic modulus line of
108.6 GPa. This estimate is applied to parameters in the approximate model at all temperatures
and strain rates.
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(6.31)
and
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Figure 6-15: Plots of transverse test data (in gray) at 50 C, along with an estimated elastic
modulus of 1.65 MPa. This estimate is applied to parameters in the approximate model at
50 'C and 0.37/ s nominal strain rate.
108 x 10 9  0.533 x 106 0.533 x 106 0 0 0
0.533 x 106 0.856 x 106 0.385 x 106 0 0 0
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C333K=
0 0 0 0 0.3 x 10 6  0 0
0 0 0 0 0.3 x106  0
0 0 0 0 0 0.236 x 10 6
(6.32)
The value of the transverse shear modulus is obtained by fitting the three-point bend data
discussed in Chapter 3 (see Section 6.2.3). Comparison of these two tensors shows how greatly
temperature influences the composite's material response. An increase in temperature of just
ten degrees, from 323K to 333K, substantially decreases elastic moduli. Since minimizing
internal stresses is a key aspect of successful composite sheet forming processes, the effect of
temperature fields during forming is should be accounted for in any model to be used as a
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process design tool.
6.2.2 Plastic Parameter Fitting
The three plastic parameters that are required to define Hill's yield criterion are al, a22,
and U12. Considering the negligible hardening behavior observed experimentally, the material
is modeled as elastic-perfectly plastic so that the flow stress does not increase once plastic
"yielding" has occurred. As with elastic shear behavior, the resin-matrix transverse shear
yielding, ( 12 , is obtained using finite element modeling of three-point bending experiments, as
discussed in Section 6.2.3.
Yielding along the fiber direction is assumed to occur at U1 1.0GPa and is considered
independent of temperature and rate. Figure 6-16 provides a graphical plot of this "yield" stress
level versus collected axial test data, where "yielding" of the material in the fiber direction
corresponds to the onset of progressive fiber failure. The yield stress level along the transverse
direction, however, has been shown to be highly dependent on both rate and temperature and
requires specific fitting for each temperature/rate combination. Figure 6-17 provides a graphical
representation of the selected yield stress for transverse behavior at 323 K and a nominal strain
rate of 0.37/ s (U22,323/o.37 = 66.5 kPa).
For convenience, the reference stress of Hill's yield function, uo, is chosen to be 1.OGPa.
This value is convenient because it matches the fiber yield stress, and it is therefore an upper
limit for the yielding stress in the material. All yield ratios, R, will therefore be less than or
equal to one. Since different yield ratios are required for each combination of temperature/rate
behavior, only material parameters for 323 K, at a strain rate of 0.37/s is given as an example
here. For this case, the Hill's yield ratios are
31i 1.0 x i0 9R11 - 1.0 X 10 1.0 (6.33)010 1. 0 X 109
022 _66.5 x i0 3
R22 - .0 x 10 66.5 x 10-6 (6.34)
Oro 1.0 X 109
R33  - = -2 = 66.5 x 10-6 (6.35)O 6. 6
R 23  - = = 66.5 x 10-6 (6.36)To 6 o
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Figure 6-16: Plots of axial test data (in gray), along with an estimated "yield" stress line
equal to 1.0 GPa. This estimate is applied to parameters in the approximate model at all
temperatures and strain rates.
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Figure 6-17: Plots of transverse test data (in gray) at 323 K, along with an estimated "yield"
stress of 66.5 kPa. This estimate is applied to the approximate model at 323K and 0.37/s
nominal strain rate.
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Given these ratios, the coefficients of Hill's yield function are
AH = + = 0.5 (6.37)
= 1I W T + 12 13) =
BH = 2R1 + _1= 2.26 x 108 (6.38)
CH 2 R2 =0.5 (6.39)
3
FH 3 2 - 2.26 x 10 (6.40)
2R23
6.2.3 Shear Parameter Fitting
While the most direct method for obtaining values of the material parameters in transverse shear
would be to conduct direct intraply shear experiments, an alternate approach is employed here
that requires a much simpler experimental apparatus. Since deformation in unidirectional three-
point bend tests are controlled by transverse shearing, it is proposed that appropriate shearing
parameters may be estimated by fitting a finite element simulation to the three-point bend
results presented in Chapter 3. The finite element model employs the transversely isotropic
model and the experimental data are matched by adjusting the values of [i1R and i12. This
procedure must be repeated for every combination of temperature and rate to determine specific
parameters for each condition of deformation.
Unidirectional Three-Point Bending Model Setup
The three-point bending finite element model requires some attention to detail in order to
accurately capture the experimental behavior while minimizing the amount of required compu-
tational resources. The three-point bending finite element simulations presented here, as well
as in Chapter 7, accurately capture the test geometry and component interactions, with two
simplifying assumptions: (1) midplane symmetry and (2) plane strain-dominated behavior.
A fully three-dimensional finite element model was initially created to accurately capture
the geometry and boundary conditions of the three-point bending experiment. Figure 6-18
gives two views of the components of the finite element model. This model comprises two rigid
supports, a rigid loading tool, and a deformable unidirectional composite specimen. All parts
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Figure 6-18: Two views of the parts and geometry in the three-dimensional three-point bending
finite element model. The modeled specimen is 25.4mm wide, 4.36mm thick, and spans 100mm
between supports.
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Figure 6-19: TOP: Front-view photograph of three-point bending apparatus, including a 20-ply
unidirectional composite specimen. BOTTOM: Same view of the finite element model. Both
images show a support-to-support separation of 100mm and specimen thickness of 4.36mm.
Figure 6-20: LEFT: Close-up of the three-point
finite element model.
bending apparatus. RIGHT: Same view of the
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are dimensioned identically to their physical counterpart, and appropriate contact conditions
are applied between each rigid part and the deformable specimen.
Figures 6-19 and 6-20 compare the cross-section of the three-point bending apparatus with
the finite element model. Also visible in the picture is the "lubricating" waxy paper that was
inserted between the specimen and supports during testing. The effectiveness of these strips
justifies an assumption of frictionless contact in the finite element model. The drawback of the
fully three-dimensional model, however, is the excessive computational requirements.
Two key observations are utilized in order to simplify the model without sacrificing accuracy.
First, the boundary value problem is symmetric about the midplane of loading, and the model
need only to capture half the geometry. Second, the relatively large width-to-thickness ratio
(1 = 5.83) of the composite specimen will result in predominantly plane-strain conditions over
most of the width of the specimen. It is justified, therefore, to apply a macroscopic plane
strain boundary condition and analyze only a thin strip of the composite specimen. The new
model, shown in Figure 6-21, is therefore half the length and 0.01 time the width of the original
model. If force-deflection behavior is being tracked, multiplying the applied force in the model
by a factor of 200 should match experimental data. A view of the final geometry, including all
boundary conditions applied during modeling, is given in Figure 6-22.
Figure 6-21: Two views of the finite element model with the applied assumptions of symmetry
and plane strain behavior. LEFT: Isometric view. RIGHT: Cross-sectional view including the
meshed composite specimen.
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Figure 6-22: Boundary conditions applied in the three-point bending finite element simula-
tion. The specimen dimensions are now 0.254mm wide, 4.46mm thick, and 50mm support-to-
midplane separation.
Model Results
Shear Modulus, P1R The elastic shear modulus, which is modeled as rate independent, was
fit at both 50 C and 60 C. The 60 C modulus is fit to match bending data acquired at that
temperature, while the 50 C shear modulus is estimated as an average value between that of
the data at 40'C and at 60'C.
The estimated shear moduli at 50 C and 60 C, respectively, are 0.45 MPa and 0.60 MPa.
Figure 6-23 gives a graphical comparison between experimental data and the elastic force-
displacement behavior of the finite element model.
Shear Yielding, i12 Shear yielding is both a function of temperature and deformation rate.
Two particular sets of test conditions behavior were simulated: three-point bending at 50 C,
0.0127mm/min and at 60 C, 0.0127mm/min. In both cases, the elasticity tensors at these
temperatures were used along with the estimated tensile yielding parameters for this very low
strain rate. The tensile yield parameters are of minimal importance in this simulation because
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Figure 6-23: Plots showing experimental force-displacement bending behavior at 40 C and
60 C, as well as the elastic behavior of the approximate model using estimated shear moduli
at 50'C and 60'C.
the bending process is driven almost entirely by the transverse shear yielding behavior.
The best-fit shear yielding parameters at this rate and temperatures are the following:
712,500 C = 9.9 kPa and Z12,60 oc =6.5 kPa. Figure 6-24 presents force-displacement curves com-
paring experimental data with results of the finite element model employing these shearing
parameters. The most noticeable difference between experimental and modeled material behav-
ior is the trend of the force profile at large deflections. While the actual composite response
exhibits little increased resistance as bending proceeds, the models, by contrast, exhibit an ap-
proximately linear increase of force at large deflections. Overall, however, the chosen material
parameters appear to be able to satisfactorily capture material behavior despite the level of
simplifications introduced in the approximate model.
It is postulated that the finite element models of UD three-point bending tests can be used to
appropriately define transverse shearing behavior because deformation patterns are controlled
by the shear response. Figure 6-25 shows three contour plots, from the 50 'C finite element
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Figure 6-24: Plots showing experimental force-displacement bending behavior at 40 0C and
60 0C, as well as the finite element model results approximating behavior at 50 0C and 60 'C.
model, that compare the in-plane components of strain near the onset of macroscopic plastic
behavior. The figure shows that the process is driven entirely by 1-2 shearing, and the method
employed here for shear characterization is thus justified.
Figure 6-26 presents a side-by-side comparison of the deformed finite element model and a
photograph of the deformed specimen taken during experimentation. There are two important
differences between the model and the experimental evidence. The first is that the specimen,
between support and loading point, displays minimal curvature in the model while it's slightly
curved in the photograph. The second is that, to the left of the support, the photograph shows
the composite to have lifted off the supports while the modeled specimen appears to have
remained horizontal during deformation. While the approximate model is meant to track stress
behavior during forming, its primary drawbacks remain in this inability to capture strain-rate
dependence of the material behavior, so that the model is not able to capture deformation
patterns in the composite associated with inhomogeneous strain rate fields.
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Figure 6-25: Contour plots comparing
contours reflect zero plastic straining,
0.077 due to bending.
strain values during three-point bending. The two tensile
while shear plastic straining reaches maximum values of
Figure 6-26: LEFT: Deformed part shape from the modeling of three-point bending at 60 C.
RIGHT: Photograph of deformed composite after bending at 60 C.
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Figure 6-27: Plot comparing axial test data with the performance of the approximate consti-
tutive model.
6.2.4 Completed Approximate Model
As discussed earlier, the approximate model parameters need to be specifically fit for each
combination of temperature and testing rate. The following two sections test the approximate
model's ability to capture the behavior of axial and transverse test data.
Axial Test Model Results
The axial behavior of the approximate model is illustrated in Figure 6-27. As shown, the model
captures the axial test data, included fiber "yielding" behavior, very satisfactorily. In this
respect, the approximate model behavior, with its ability to track fiber progressive failure, is
an improvement over the continuum model . There remains a minimal likelihood that fibers
will fail in tension during processing, but including such behavior in the approximate model
does not introduce excessive complexity. With the continuum model, by contrast, introducing
anisotropic yielding behavior would require an increased level of complexity.
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Approximate Model Results of 50 degree Celsius Transverse Tests
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Figure 6-28: Comparative stress-strain plots of experimental transverse test data with the
behavior of the approximate model at 50 C and two strain rates.
Resin Test Model Results
Stress-strain plots comparing the approximate model with experimental transverse test data at
50 C and two different strain rates are shown in Figure 6-28. The fit of the model is inexact
due to the idealization of perfect elastic behavior before the onset of yielding. Even with this
idealized behavior, the accuracy of the approximate model is satisfactory. Since the approximate
model is fit individually at each temperature and strain rate, the fits shown in the figure are
more accurate at each strain rate than the continuum model. The drawback, of course, is that
the approximate model is not versatile enough to capture the effects of inhomogeneous strain
rate and temperature fields during processing.
In order to use the approximate model for process modeling, a correct temperature/strain
rate combination must be identified that represents average conditions over the entire composite
part during forming. Data in Figure 6-28, for example, represents the behavior of the material
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Figure 6-29: Comparative stress-strain plots between the approximate model and experimen-
tal test data under conditions approximately equal to that sheet forming processes (60 C,
0.0028/s).
at a suitable temperature, but the test strain rates shown are many times larger than the
typical strain rates in sheet forming processes. As mentioned earlier, to obtain reliable data
at these lower rates is somewhat difficult in light of the fact that experimental transverse
testing is unreliable when the material flows excessively and deforms under gravity loads. The
most reliable data that approximately fits sheet forming conditions, and is therefore used to
define the approximate model during process modeling, is for material at 60 C temperature
and 0.0028/s. A stress-strain plot of these test data, as well as a fit using the approximate
material model, are shown in Figure 6-29. Notice the decreased quality of data, including more
noise and a shorter range of strain values before the onset of instabilities leading to necking.
The fit of the model, however, appears appropriate and proportionally lower than the fits at
higher rates. The model parameters will be employed to describe the composite behavior under
sheet forming process conditions.
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Continuum and Approximate Model Comparisons of 50 degree Celsius Tests
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Figure 6-30: Comparative stress-strain plots of constitutive models at a variety of strain rates
and at a temperature of 323 K.
6.3 Comparison of Constitutive Models
A representative case for model comparisons during transverse testing is given in Figure 6-30.
The figure contains test data, continuum model fits, and approximate model fits of transverse
testing at 50 C and three strain rates ranging between 0.19/s and 0.74/s. The strengths and
weaknesses of each model are represented in this figure. Fitting the approximate model directly
at each strain rate results in better fits at each strain rate, while the continuum model is
somewhat less accurate but only requires one set of parameters for all temperatures and strain
rates. Despite some discrepancies at the yielding point, both models appear to be able to
capture experimental behavior and agree with one another.
Finally, the behavior considered most representative of sheet forming process conditions
(60 'C, 0.0028/ s, see Figure 6-29) has been fit using the continuum model. The results of this
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Figure 6-31: Comparison of constitutive models at the approximately correct temperature and
strain rate of actual sheet forming processes.
fit, along with the original test data and approximate model fit, are given in Figure 6-31. As
shown, both models are virtually identical and appear to appropriately describe transverse/resin
behavior under processing conditions.
Another important point of comparison between the two constitutive models is with regard
to their treatment of transverse shear flow. The flow behavior in the continuum constitutive
model is assumed to be isotropic, while the plastic yield function in the approximate model is
transversely isotopic. In fitting the approximate model using unidirectional three-point bending
data, it was found that there is an approximate factor of 10x between U 12 (U13) and -23. This
indicates that the material has increased resistance to shearing along the fibers. This aspect
of the material response can be accounted for with the approximate model but cannot be
accurately captured with the continuum model. If the current continuum model results in less-
than-satisfactory performance during the verification phase, the reasons for its shortcomings
are to be found in the assumption of isotropic shear flow behavior, which does not capture the
experimentally observed material response.
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Chapter 7
THREE-POINT BENDING
SIMULATIONS OF
QUASI-ISOTROPIC COMPOSITE
LAYUPS
7.1 Experimental Setup
Three-point bending tests are conducted in order to investigate the ability of the models to
capture material behavior for non-homogeneous modes of deformation. Since the model pa-
rameters have been fit using axial test data, three-point bending simulations provide valuable
verification tests. A quasi-isotropic prepreg layup, as detailed below, is chosen for verification
purposes and is tested in three-point bending at several temperatures and displacement rates.
The results of these tests can then be used to verify the accuracy of the constitutive material
models. The following section describes the geometry of the three-point bending tests, the
nature of the quasi-isotropic composite layups,and the particular test conditions (temperatures
and displacement rates) chosen for testing.
A photograph of the three-point bending apparatus and its schematic representation are
shown in Figure 7-1. The dimensions of the test apparatus, as shown, include a peak-to-peak
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Figure 7-1: Photograph of three-point bending test apparatus, as well as a schematic detailing
some apparatus dimensions.
support span of 100 mm, maximum center deflection height of 30 mm, and depth of 40 mm. The
data acquired during testing included the applied force, loading displacement rate, and center
deflection of the specimen during testing.
Given this test configuration, an appropriate stacking sequence for the composite layup
must be chosen. Figure 7-2 places the test apparatus into a coordinate system that will also
be used for defining the composite stacking sequence. In this system, the 1-3 plane is parallel
to the plane of the material that rests on the apparatus supports, and the 2-axis corresponds
to the direction of deflection under three-point loading. With reference to this system, Figure
7-3 provides schematic representations of three stacking sequences often used for composite
materials. As shown in the figure, these layups are defined as follows: (1) unidirectional [00]
specimens, (2) bidirectional [90 0/00 ]sym specimens, and (3) quasi-isotropic [-45 0/0 0 /+45 0 /90 0 1
test specimens. In all cases, these angles are taken in the 1-3 plane with 00 corresponding to
alignment with the 1-axis, and positive angles measured towards the positive 3-axis.
The bending behavior of unidirectional layups has already been presented in Chapter 3.
It is further inferred that unidirectional bending will provide the upper limit of loading forces
given identical dimensions and number of plies between all specimens. This is because all layers
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Figure 7-2: Schematic diagram of the three-point bend apparatus, including the coordinate
system used to described the composite layups.
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A) Schematic representation of a
unidirectional, [0*] composite layup.
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directional, [90*/0., composite layup.
C) Schematic representation of a quasi-
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Figure 7-3: Schematic representation of the composite layups employed during the verification
testing phase.
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have fibers oriented with their maximum stiffness direction along the bending line. Similarly,
bending these unidirectional specimens along the 2-axis would provide a lower limit for the
bending stiffness of these specimens. The bidirectional layup, in contrast, provides a relatively
stiff behavior along both orthogonal axes by placing fibers in alternating layers at perpendicular
angles to one another. This stacking sequence is quite strong given axial and/or bending loading
along the 1- or 3-direction, but remains weak under shearing loads in the 1-3 plane. The layup
that further minimizes directional weaknesses is the quasi-isotropic layup. In this stacking
sequence, each layer is stacked at 450 rotations from the layers above and below it, such that
the macroscopic composite behavior does not exhibit any particular direction of weakness.
This somewhat uniform behavior is why the layup is called "quasi-isotropic", and also why the
quasi-isotropic stacking sequence is the most used industrial layup.
The chosen quasi-isotropic stacking sequence in this testing is [-45'/0'/+45'/90']5, with 20
total composite plies, beginning with a -450 layer on top and the fifth 90' layer being placed
on the bottom of the composite specimen. The top five plies of this layup are schematically
illustrated in Figure 7-3. The average thickness of the quasi-isotropic layup is 4.36 mm, and
each laminate is cut into roughly 25mm x 150 mm specimens that are tested under three-point
bending.
Testing rates and temperatures for this set of experiments are similar to the conditions se-
lected for unidirectional bending tests discussed in Chapter 3, and are based upon the forming
process conditions currently used during processing. Current processes that form composite
sheeting around a bend occurs at a displacement rate of 0.5& (12.7 '), and at processing
temperatures between room temperature (24 C) and 71 'C. A number of test rates and tem-
peratures were investigated. Figure 7-4 provides a matrix of the three-point bending tests that
were performed. As shown, verification tests cover the range of process conditions, including
displacement rates that are much above and below actual conditions.
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1.27mm/min 12.7mm/min 127mm/min
240 2 Trials 3 Trials 2 Trials
400 2 Trials 3 Trials 2 Trials
600 2 Trials 3 Trials 2 Trials
Figure 7-4: Summary of three-point bend experiments performed, including displacement rates
and test temperatures.
7.2 Quasi-Isotropic Experimental Results
7.2.1 Quasi-Isotropic versus Unidirectional Test Results
Figures 7-5, 7-6, and 7-7 compare force-displacement behavior of quasi-isotropic and unidirec-
tional specimens (with fibers oriented at 00) at 24 C, 40 C, and 60 C. These plots reveal
several noteworthy differences between the behavior of unidirectional and quasi-isotropic spec-
imens in three-point bending. First, the forces required to bend unidirectional specimens are
always greater than the forces required to bend quasi-isotropic specimens. This is understand-
able because, with all 20 layers of prepreg oriented in the strongest direction, the unidirectional
specimen has a higher bending stiffness.
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Figure 7-5: Plots comparing three-point bending force-displacement behavior of quasi-isotropic
and unidirectional specimens at 24 C.
A second observation about these plots is the difference in the "smoothness" and "yield"
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Figure 7-7: Plots comparing three-point bending force-displacement behavior of quasi-isotropic
and unidirectional specimens at 60 0 C.
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behavior between unidirectional and quasi-istropic layups. The mode of deformation in unidi-
rectional bending is primarily through intraply shearing that is driven by a shear modulus and
shear yielding that characterizes the layup as it does each layer of prepreg. With quasi-isotropic
layups, however, the alternating layers with different orientations introduce different modes of
deformations and the macroscopic response is the combination of these mechanisms. It is this
difference in primary deformation modes that results in both the uneven force-displacement
curve and more gradual increase in force with deformation in the case of quasi-isotropic layups.
7.2.2 Temperature Dependence in Quasi-Isotropic Tests
As expected, the three-point bend tests revealed that increasing temperature decreases the elas-
tic response of the composite. This fact is illustrated in Figure 7-8, which shows photographs
of several specimens that have been loaded and unloaded at identical rates, but different tem-
peratures. There is a clear correlation in the photographs between the elastic rebound of the
specimens and three-point bend test temperatures. This observation is in agreement with ear-
lier findings about the resin response at various temperatures, and should be accounted for by
both constitutive models.
Figure 7-8: Photographs of three-point bend composite specimens after loading and unloading
at various temperatures.
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Figures 7-9 and 7-10, respectively, show representative force-displacement curves of three-
point bend tests at various temperatures and loading rates of 12.7 and 127 mm/ min. Notice
that both sets of data exhibit some noise/instabilities in the force curves corresponding to room
temperature testing. This behavior is due to the fact that the room temperature specimens
tend to exhibit substantial fiber buckling as compared to the elevated temperature specimens.
For all curves, however, the general shape of the curves is considered consistent with material
behavior of the quasi-isotropic composite layups.
Most evident from these curves is the substantial influence of temperature on compos-
ite response. The maximum bending forces at room temperature are approximately 10 N for
12.7 mm/ min loading and 16 N for 12.7 mm/ min loading. In contrast, test temperatures rang-
ing between 40 -60 'C reveal maximum loading forces of only 2 N for 12.7 mm/ min loading and
3 N for 12.7 mm/ min loading. This vast difference in loading resistance is explained by the two
following factors: (1) measured forces at increased temperatures decrease because the elastic
component of resin behavior also decreases and (2) at increased temperatures, the flow stress of
the resin decreases and the flowing resin can act as a lubricant that facilitates fiber sliding and
bending and allows greater deformations at lower applied forces. These tests illustrate clearly
why all successful composite forming operations require high temperatures during processing.
7.2.3 Rate Dependence in Quasi-Isotropic Tests
As with earlier characterizations of resin behavior, both temperature and rate noticeably affect
the results of three-point bending tests. In the case of the three point bending, however, the
effect of rate, for the range of displacement rates considered, is somewhat less dramatic than
that of temperature. Figure 7-11 compares two room temperature bend specimens that have
been displaced at rates of 1.27 mm/ min and 12.7 mm/ min. In comparison to the photographs
comparing the effect of temperature on deformed shape (Figure 7-8), this figure indicates that
there is a more limited effect of displacement rate on the deformed specimen shape. The figure
does show, however, that slower displacement rates do correspond to less elastic rebound of the
specimen upon unloading. In terms of the continuum constitutive model, this indicates that a
larger amount of resin flow is associated with decreased shear resistance at lower strain rates.
Figures 7-12, 7-13, and 7-14 show force-displacement curves of specimens displaced at three
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Tem perature Dependence of Three-Point Bending Experiments
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Figure 7-9: Representative force-displacement plots at the midpoint of three-point bend speci-
mens at a 12.7 mm/min loading rate and various test temperatures.
Temperature Dependence of High-Rate Three-Point Bend Experiments
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Figure 7-10: Representative force-displacement plots at the midpoint of three-point bend spec-
imens at a 127 mm/min loading rate and various test temperatures.
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rates and temperatures of 24 C, 40 C, and 60 C, respectively. All sets of data show a rough
correspondence, where changing the displacement rate by a factor of ten results in a change to
maximum applied force of approximately a factor of two. This observation clearly illustrates
that deformation rates should be minimized in order to help minimize internal material stresses,
but that the role of deformation rate not as dramatic as that of temperature in this respect.
Notice that virtually all force-displacement data in the elevated temperature tests remains at
lower loads than those recorded at even the lowest displacement rate for room temperature
data.
7.3 Continuum Model Predictions
7.3.1 Introduction
The quasi-isotropic finite element model mirrors in most ways its unidirectional counterpart.
The single difference between the two models relates to the implementation of multiple ply
directions through the quasi-isotropic specimen thickness. For the case of the approximate
model, Figure 7-15 illustrates how this modeling task is facilitated by partitioning the body
(Part A of the figure) and applying appropriately rotated material orientations for each layer
representing prepreg plies. The rotated orientations allow the use of a single material definition
that can be applied to the entire specimen. For the case of the continuum model, however,
the specimen remains unpartitioned. Instead, state variables, whose values can be visualized in
contour plots, are utilized to define fiber orientations within the model. Figure 7-16 illustrates
contour plots and a schematic description of the quasi-isotropic finite element model.
The quasi-isotropic finite element simulation was performed with the continuum constitutive
model at two temperatures and two test rates, each corresponding to one of the experimental
trials presented in this chapter. A matrix of these numerical simulation trials is listed in Figure
7-17.
7.3.2 Continuum Model Results
Figure 7-18 provides a series of Mises stress contour plots illustrating the three-point bending
deformation behavior of the continuum model for the quasi-isotropic layup. Notice that the
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Figure 7-11: Photographs showing two three-point specimens deformed unter the following
conditions: (TOP) room temperature and 1.27mm/min displacement, and (BOTTOM) room
temperature and 12.7 mm/min.
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Rate Dependence of 24 Degree Celsius Three-Point Bend Experiments
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Figure 7-12: Representative force-displacement plots at the midpoint of three-point bend spec-
imens at a room temperature (24 C) and loading rates of 1.27 mm/min, 12.7 mm/min, and
127 mm/min.
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Rate Dependence of 40 Degree Three-Point Bend Experiments
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Figure 7-13: Representative force-displacement plots at the midpoint of three-point bend spec-
imens at a 40 C and loading rates of 1.27 mm/min, 12.7 mm/min, and 127 mm/min.
Rate Dependence of 60 Degree Three-Point Bend Experiments
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Figure 7-14: Representative force-displacement plots at the midpoint of three-point bend spec-
imens at a 60 C and loading rates of 1.27 mm/min, 12.7 mm/min, and 127 mm/min.
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Figure 7-15: For the quasi-isotropic, elastic-plastic transversely isotropic finite element model,
the unidirectional specimen is (A) partitioned and (B) the appropriate material orientations
are applied at each layer through the thickness.
00 layers develop higher stresses than any other prepreg orientation, which is consistent with
the expected composite response. Also notice, however, that as the deflection is increased to
large amounts, the deformed configuration (lower right in the figure) does not capture the
maximum curvature under the point of loading, and this is in disagreement with experimental
observations. Between the bottom two images in Figure 7-18, the location of maximum stresses
has shifted away from the plane of symmetry to the area of maximum curvature where a "plastic
hinge" has formed. This is in disagreement with experimental findings. This spurious behavior
is indicative of an unexpected response from the continuum model, which can be more clearly
understood by investigating the force-displacement response of the model.
Figures 7-19 to 7-21 compare force-displacement plots predicted by the continuum model
results versus experimental data. Figure 7-19 shows data at 40 C and a 12.7mm/min displace-
ment rate, Figure 7-20 shows data at 24'C and a 12.7mm/min displacement rate, and Figure
7-21 shows data at 40 C and a 127mm/min displacement rate. In all three cases, the continuum
model captures the initial material response of the quasi-isotropic layup until a critical "flow"
point is reached. It is shown most clearly in Figure 7-19 how, upon reaching this flow point,
the continuum model suddenly softens and diverges from actual material behavior. This "flow
point" corresponds to the onset of the spurious mode of deformation illustrated in Figure 7-18.
This softening behavior, combined with the migration of peak Mises stresses in the bending
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A. Contour plot showing the x-component of fiber direction within the quasi-isotropic
layup of the continuum model.
B. Close-up of the contour plot given in (A). These
contours indicate the x-component of fiber
direction for each of the 20 discrete prepreg layers.
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C. Schematic representation of the quasi-
isotropic, symmetric composite layup.
Figure 7-16: The continuum model utilizes state variables to define fiber orientations of the
quasi-isotropic layup.
Summary of Test Conditions Analyzed with the Continuum Model
#1) 24'C, 12.7 mm/min displacement rate
#2) 40'C, 12.7 mm/min displacement rate
#3) 40'C, 127 mm/min displacement rate
Figure 7-17: Matrix of verification tests conducted with the continuum constitutive model.
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Figure 7-18: Mises contour plots depicting the deformation of the continuum quasi-isotropic
model up until 5.5mm of midpoint deflection.
contour plots, indicates that the shear flow behavior of the continuum model is inaccurately
defined.
Recall that the continuum model has been fit using tensile test data, along with the as-
sumption that shear flow behavior is isotropic in nature. This assumes, therefore, that the
presence of the fibers does not influence the shearing flow behavior of the composite in any
direction and that all shearing is equally driven by resin response. Examination of strain con-
tour plots at large deformations (see Figure 7-22) show that transverse shear strain parallel to
the fiber direction dominate once the macroscopic "flow" point has been exceeded in bending.
At a deflection of 5mm, the maximum shear strain has reached 30% while tensile straining is
only at a level of 2%. Clearly, the assumption of isotropic shearing is inadequate for describing
the actual flow behavior of the composite in shear. From fitting the approximate model, it
has been observed that the level of flow stress in shear along the fibers (U12, U 13) is an order
of magnitude higher than the flow stress observed from tensile deformation orthogonal to the
fiber direction (U22). The continuum model in its current implementation cannot capture the
anisotropy of flow resistance and allows the material to accommodate the imposed deformation
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Figure 7-19: Force-displacement response of the continuum model versus experimental data at
40 C and a 12.7 mm/min displacement rate.
through transverse shearing that is well below the experimentally determined levels.
7.4 Approximate Model Predictions
Two verification trials were conducted with this model, corresponding to the two temperature
and strain rate combinations for which material parameters were obtained in Chapter 6. The
material parameters correspond to material behavior at test temperatures of 50 C and 60 C,
and a constant displacement rate of 12.7 mm/ min.
The deformation behavior of the 50 C quasi-isotropic layup obtained by the FE implemen-
tation of the approximate model is depicted in Figure 7-23. The role of the alternating prepreg
layers is clearly identified by examining the contour plots in the figure. The layers with fibers
oriented along the bending direction correspond to areas of highest stress, layers with fibers
perpendicular to bending exhibit minimal stresses, and the ±450 layers exhibit intermediate
stress levels. Another interesting aspect of this bending behavior, illustrated in Figure 7-24, is
the strain fields associated with large amounts of bending. First, notice that the deformation
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Figure 7-20: Force-displacement response of the continuum model versus
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Figure 7-21: Force-displacement response of the continuum model versus experimental data at
40 C and a 127 mm/min displacement rate.
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Figure 7-22: Contour plots illustrating the elevated levels of shear strain versus tensile strain
in the composite at large deformations.
behavior of the quasi-isotropic specimen is no longer driven uniquely by transverse shear strain
behavior. In contrast to unidirectional bending, there are now several modes of shear occurring
during the deformation process. Differences between these plots and the unidirectional contour
plots, therefore, provide insight into the role of individual layers during bending.
Two important points of comparison for the verification models include (1) the deformed
shape and (2) the force-displacement behavior of the model. Figure 7-25 provides a photographic
comparison of a deformed quasi-isotropic specimen with its finite element equivalent. In contrast
to the case of unidirectional layups, the quasi-isotropic finite element model depicts the deformed
composite specimen with reasonable accuracy. While there is still a limited ability in the model
to predict wrinkling underneath the point of contact, the bending behavior occurring at the
support point is now in better agreement with the experimental data.
The second point of comparison between experimental and modeling results is the profile of
the force-displacement behavior. Plots comparing the finite element model results with exper-
imental bending data are given in Figure 7-26. The general shape of the approximate model
curves is quite encouraging. There appears, however, to be two areas of potential improvement
which would bring the model into better agreement with the experimental data. The first issue
concerns the overall slope of the load-displacement curve, where the experimental data displays
a gradual and monotonic load increase, while the model predicts a "no flowing region" prior
to the initial macroscopic yield point. The second issue relates to the slight overestimate of
the macroscopic load levels in the fully plastic region, which could be related to the effects of
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Figure 7-23: Images depicting quasi-isotropic approximate model bending behavior.
Contour plot of shear straining (PE12) in
the quasi-isotropic approximate model
Contour plot of straining in the 2-plane of
the quasi-isotropic approximate model
Figure 7-24: Plastic strain contour plots during the bending of a quasi-isotropic approximate
model specimen.
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Figure 7-25: Comparison of (LEFT) a deformed quasi-isotropic specimen with (RIGHT) the
deformed shape of a quasi-isotropic, approximate model representation of the specimen.
resin-rich layers that accumulate between plies that have not been explicitly accounted for in
the model. Overall, however, the results of the approximate model verification tests is very
encouraging. The model captures the actual character of the bending response and accounts
for the difference of bending behaviors at different processing temperatures. The behavior of
the approximate model, despite its slight divergence from experimental data, is highly encour-
aging in light of its associated benefits of computational economy and ease with which it can
implemented in most commercial finite element software packages.
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Chapter 8
CONCLUDING REMARKS
8.1 Conclusions
The major accomplishments of this research include: an experimental investigation of the me-
chanical response of long fiber thermoset composites for a range of temperatures and strain
rates relevant to forming processes; the development of a constitutive material model for ther-
moset composites at processing temperatures; the identification of a procedure to estimate
material parameters to be used in an approximate elastic-plastic model of the composite; and
the preliminary development of finite element techniques for successful modeling of composite
sheet forming processes. In both material models, the macroscopic composite response is ho-
mogenized and the fibers and matrix are not explicitly modeled. The continuum constitutive
model explicitly accounts for temperature and rate dependence, relies on internal variables to
track fiber directions during forming, and is quite computationally intensive. The transversely
isotropic elastic-plastic constitutive model requires specific fitting for every given temperature
and rate, does not specifically account for fiber movement during forming, but is relatively
simple and more computationally-efficient for modeling large and/or complex part geometries.
The constitutive parameters for each model are obtained through experimental investigations,
including: tensile loading parallel and perpendicular to the fiber direction and three-point bend-
ing of UD layups. The performance of the models has been compared with three-point bending
experimental data.
In parallel with this model development, several finite element modeling techniques have
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been explored in order to implement the models into finite element simulations of forming
processes. It is proposed that the continuum model should be used to capture microscopic
phenomena, such as fiber wrinkling, but the speed and efficiency of the approximate model is
desirable to model forming processes on large parts. The ideal solution is the combination of
both constitutive models using solid-to-shell submodeling.
8.2 Recommended Future Work for Constitutive Model Devel-
opment
Several important areas for future development of the continuum constitutive model are ap-
parent. These include: the introduction of non-isotropic shear flowing behavior; differentiation
between specific shear behaviors along the fibers and perpendicular to the fibers; the develop-
ment of "yield behavior" with different tensile/compressive responses for the fibers; and the
development of a model for the resin-rich layers that are known to form between plies.
Of greatest concern is the introduction of non-isotropic flow conditions. The current model
does not account for the presence of fibers, except for stress contributions oriented along the fiber
direction. The existing isotropic flow model assumes that the deformation behaviors orthogonal
to the fibers is driven solely by isotropic resin response. However, the actual deformation modes
available in composite prepregs (introduced in Chapter 2, and restated in Figure 8-1) require
the movement and compaction of fibers within the matrix. While it is true that these modes
of deformation are dependent upon the transverse shear behavior of the resin, it is also clear
that the orientation and movement of the fibers within the resin matrix has a great influence of
these behaviors. An extreme example of this shortcoming is that the current model, subjected
to squeezing flow, is free to infinitely decrease in thickness. In reality, however, squeezing flow is
limited by the existence of fibers, which both determine the maximum level of compressive strain
in the thickness direction, as well as influence the evolution of resistance to resin flow. Inter-ply
and intraply shearing, too, are influenced by the fibers in a manner that cannot be captured by
the existing model. It is suggested that existing flow models employed with other materials, such
as crystal plasticity, where preferential flow directions are defined along crystallographic planes,
may serve as a starting point for introducing a more accurate description of the deformation
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Figure 8-1: Three deformation modes available within composite sheets during processing. This
figure was first given in Chapter 2.
modes in composite prepregs.
Another area of importance to be addressed is the definition of fiber behavior within the
matrix. Of primary concern is that the current, linear elastic fiber definition does not inherently
account for either the likelihood of buckling or tensile failure. The model can only capture
buckling modes as mesh instabilities associated with the finite element discretization (see Figure
5-15).
A final area for future improvement involves the deformation mechanisms associated with
inter-ply shearing. Several papers discussed in Chapter 2 have observed that, in actual com-
posite prepregs at processing temperatures, resin-rich layers accumulate between plies and act
as "lubricants" during forming. A possible improvement to the continuum constitutive model
would be to introduce these thin layers using the isotropic resin component of the model.
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A: "Squeezing" Flow, perpendicular to fibers, leading to fiber migration
B: Intra-Ply Shearing, characterized by parallel fiber movement within a composite sheet
C: Inter-Ply Shearing, characterized by movement between adjacent composite sheets
8.3 Future Work for Sheet Forming Process Modeling
An important step for testing the effectiveness of the proposed constitutive models will be to
develop non-proprietary, non-specific part and tool test geometries that are similar in dimensions
to (proprietary) actual production parts. The geometry presented below has been supplied by
Boeing as a model for testing the work developed in this paper. A valuable exercise will be to
first test the formability of the proposed geometries using simple finite element modeling that
approximates sheet behavior as an isotropic material. These results can then be used as the
baseline with respect to which the proposed constitutive models can be tested.
In comparison to most actual production parts, where composite sheet dimensions are on
the order of 15 m in length and 0.5 m in width, the test geometry proposed in this section is on
the order of 3 m in length and 0.5 m in width. Besides the shortened length, the geometry of the
test part also includes uniform radii of secondary curvature, which is a significant simplification
of the geometry of production parts. The model tooling geometry is shown in Figure 8-2. As
visible, the part includes two directions of curvature, which is generally required to induce
wrinkling during the composite sheet forming process. The major curvature is most noticeable
and involves two 900 bends for the the sheet to conform to the die. The secondary curvature
occurs along the length of the tool and is much more subtle. It is along this secondary curvature,
at the outer radius, that longitudinal fiber compression arises, and wrinkling is most likely to
occur during processing.
The secondary curvature of the tool, as well as its general dimensions, are shown more
clearly in Figure 8-3. The tool is approximately 3.56 m in length, 0.254 m in width. The inner
radius of the tool is 38.1 m, and the outer radius is approximately 38.4 m. The associated sheet
to be formed on this tool geometry is shown in Figure 8-4. The width of the sheet is 0.559 m,
so the formed part will have flanges that are approximately 0.153m on each side of the tool.
Also notice that the sheet has curved inner and outer profiles such that the flanges on the
formed part will be of constant length. Figure 8-5 illustrates several views of the proposed tool
geometry and sheet prior to forming.
Using simplified geometries such as this for testing the constitutive models will provide an-
other step between the work of this thesis and the ultimate goal of modeling full-scale production
parts and geometries.
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A. Close-up view of the B. Perspective view of
tool's cross-section the tool
Figure 8-2: Two views of the simplified tool geometry used to test the accuracy of the consti-
tutive models.
140" (3.56m)
Tool Length
1500"(38.1m)
Radius Curvature
10" (0.254w)
Tool Width
Figure 8-3: View examining the tool's secondary curvature, as well as its overall length and
width.
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Figure 8-4: View describing the sheet geometry that is formed onto the tools.
Figure 8-5: Three views representing the orientation of sheet and die before forming takes place.
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